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NOTICE FOR MATHEMATICAL SOCIETIES
Please note labels are prepared during the second half of the month before the next
issue. Would you please send your updated lists before this time.
Many thanks.
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glJROPEAN lVIATHEMATICAL SOCIETY

L.iszl6
·wcn" present.
Pierre Bfranl (Chairperson of
on Deveioping; Countries}, Mireille
Chaleyat-Maurel (Public Relations OfficerL Lue Lemain., (Liaison Officer with the Eu
ropean Union), Bernard Prum (Chairperson of the R.ound Tables Committee of EC:tvf2),
Jean-Pierre Puel (President of the Societe de Mathemat.iques Appliquees et Industrielles
(SMAI)), Stewart Robertson (Chairperson of the Publications Committee), Tuulikki Make
lainen (Secretary of the European Mathematical Society) were invited.
The Executive Committee thanks Eva Bayer for the perfect arrangements and hospi
tality during the meeting.

SCIENTIFIC ACTIVITIES
European Congress of Mathematics
ECM2 J1tly 22-26, 1996 Bv.da.pe$t (H1mgary)
See the Second Announcement in the Newsletter.
Diderot Mathematical Forum
The first conference of the series will take place in the autumn of 1996 with the
theme "Mathematics and Finance". It will be organized by P.Embrechts (Zurich) with the
following towns and respective local organizers: London (M.Davis), Moscow (A.Shiryaev),
Zurich (H.Bi.ihlmann).
The conference could have a day in common in Zurich with the International Statistical
Institute which had the same project of a conference on mathematical finance.
Journal of the European Mathematical Society ( JEMS)
The special Cormnittee has started to negotiate with a potential Editor-in-Chief.
A
group (maybe four} of
board are
considered.
There shonld
no restrictions as to the
editors hut they should be drawn from
m
of the
fo;t 1
m
CENTRAL AND EASTERN COUNTRIES C0�11\UTTEE
The difficulty of travelling for Eastern Europe mathematicians and t.he situation of
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As regards libraries, a letter has been sent to some identified institutes. The first
output of this action will be presented later OIL

COMMITTEE ON DEVELOPING COUNTRIES
The European Union and also national govermnents
to be persuaded to see the
needs of mathematics in developing cmmtries.
·
· ·
' '
·
1
·
D}
"--') ne proo1ent
rn
t11at
of 1"1branes.
I 10tocopymg
f'or 1natl1ernatinans
develdeveloping countries are on demand. Centres with online Zentralblatt could
oping countries to use their
but there are problems with personnel
mailing
costs and copyright.
IMU-CDE plans a directory of mathematics (departments etc.) in different developing
countries.
The Committee should contact Eiv1S member societies to find out about their pro
grams concerning developing countries.
Education of teachers is crucial for developing conntries 1 having in mind that it needs
to be adapted to the local society. There are different classes of developing countries: ones
v:ith active mathematical research have also good mathematical education, others lack
even school n1athematics education.
During the African Mathematical Union (AMU) meeting in Ifrane, it was dis1:ussed
that African countries wish to join European networks. South Africa joined A�HJ; they
have launched a big change in education with interesting ideas. The North African group
would like to have closer connections with EMS. A directory of Centres of Excellence
in Mathematics and of Mathernaticians in Third World Countries should be very useful:
ACMS, ICTP) GIMPA, IMU CDE, and EJ:VIS have to cooperate.
The composition of the Committee on Developping Countries is the following : Chair
person : P. Berard, rncrnbers: K.D. Elworthy, M. Giaquinta, B. Goldsmith, J.P. Gossez,
J.F. Jaulent, V.N. Maslennikova 1 A. Pelczar, J.F. Rodrigues and G. Schiffels.

RELATIONS WITH EUROPEAN INSTITUTIONS
Group on Relations with European Institutions
Information gathering and distribution have been successful, advice on making appli
cations has also been well received. The number and the level of applications in rnathemat-
ics has risen. Regular contacts have been established in Brussels, at different levels. The
European Commission ha.s a server ( http://wwvv.cordis.lu). A link to this server should
be made ava.i1a.b1e on the EMS-server.
'' Human
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societies. It is suggested to supply summer schools with money for travel grants to Eastern
European mathematicians.
The EMS has to think about an influence on the new budget for Eastern countries
and the national representatives/committees in Brussels.
Lobbying in Brussels is necessary. Cooperation with people in industry is needed.
EMS should get other societies to be corporate members.
The Committee on the Relations with European Institutions is renamed the Group on
Relations with European Institutions with the following composition: Chairperson: J.-P.
Bourguignon, with members : E. Bayer, L. Lemaire, F. van Oystaeyen.

Preparations for the Fifth Framework Programme
An EMS-ESF-ESTA (European Science and Technology Assembly) task force met
once with the following composition : A. Bensoussan, J.-P. Bourguignon, M. Especial, J.
Fenstad, K.H. Hoffmann and H.P.F. Swinnerton-Dyer. · It worked fruitfully and produced
a draft in order to make mathematics more present in the P rogrammes of the European
Commission. It pointed out that the future development of mathematics can be severely
handicapped by policy makers' inadequate appreciation of three basic facts :
o the rate at which new mathematics is produced continues unabated.
o the impact that mathematics has on society is growing so fast and so steadily that
the number of contact points between mathematics and the man in the street has gone up
considerabily without his noticing it.
o the need for keeping all components of this science in connection with one another
has never been as strong as it is now.
Euresco
The European Research Conference programme, conducted by the ESF, is a series of
conferences, every other year, on topics of the highest interest and importance. The aim
is to hold finite series. Funds are basically from EU, imposing restrictions. Speakers are
invited, young people are encouraged to apply. Information on the programme is to be
announced in the Newsletter. The conferences should not be summer schools.
Next conferences are :
European Research Conferences, Mathematics:
o Mathema,tical Methods in Industrial Problems
1996: .Multi-scale Analysis in Image Processing: Mathematical and Numerical Models
for the Simulation of Turbulent and Reactive Flows, Alfio Quarteroni (Milano), February
1996, Mont St. Odile (near Strasbourg), France.
<> Algebm and Di.sr:rete Ma,thematics
1996 : Group Theory: F inite to Infinite (Laszlo Babai, Chicago), Castelvecchio, Italy,
13--18 July, 1996

v .N

Geornct,y
), autumn
1997.

INFORIVt:ATION SERVICES
European :lV[athematica] Information Service (l<J]\US)

members asking them to indicate if they refuse to have their name and address on the
server shall be sent. The individual members are given a code to have access to the list for
a limited period of time, in order to supply the individual members a possibility to check
the list of members for the elections of delegates of individual members.
WORLD lvlATHEMATICAL YEAR 2000 (WMY 2000)

V. L. Hansen is appointed as the chairperson of the vVMY 2000 Committee of EMS.
The ElvIS Committee is composed as follows: Mireille Chaleyat-Maurel (France),
Alberto Conte (Italy), Stephen Gelbart, (Israel), Vagn Lundsgaard Hansen (Denmark),
Michael Hazewinkel (Netherlands), Osmo Pekonen (Finland), Jose Francisco Rodrigues
(Portuga1).
The member Societies should be informed about the plans for the vVorld Mathematical
Year 2000.
RELATIONS WITH MATHEMATICA L INSTITUTIONS
T bilissi International Centre (Georgia)

The three representatives of EMS appointed on the board of the Centre are : J. C.
Hausmann (Switzerland), G. Roach (Scotland) and S. Solonnikov (Russia).
SOCIETY ACTIVITIES
EMS Council

Elections to the Council

The elections of individual member's delegates will take place as follows :
o December, 1995 : nominations are called for in the Newsletter.
o End of February, 1996 : nomination forms must arrive at the Society's Office in
Helsinki.
o March, 1996 : postal elections by the individual members.
(see page 8 of this issue. Ed.)
Cov.ncil Meeting

The Council Meeting of the EMS will take place on July 20-21, 1996 in Budapest.
The delegates should arrive on Friday, July 19, 1996 and a (modest) reception should
be organized so that the council delegates have the opportunity to meet members of the
Executive committee. The Council Meeting is to begin at 9 a.m. on Saturday and the
venue is the Lecture Room of the Hungarian Academy of Sciences.
Charter for electronic publishing will be added to the agenda: if ready.
Relationship with member societies

ElvIS Vice-President D.
a letter to corporate
to
m
ones as well as candidates.
build a database ,md to get a better knowledge of both
Societies are asked to mention that they belong to E:tvIS in their communicatiorn, with the
following points
<> application for individual membership should made easy and be publicized.
,:, information on ECM2 and \VMY 2000.
if
1s one.
server is to
n.a1.ne
to
and
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EUROPEAN WOMEN IN MATHEMATICS UPDATE
Caroline Series
January 1996

Sylvie Paycha (paycha@fr.u-strasbg.math)

We should like to report various recent
developments in EWM.

and the deputy is

The seventh General EWM Meeting took
place in Madrid, September 4th-9th 1995, and was
attended by 46 participants from 14 countries. A
short report of this conference is obtainable from
the EWM office in Heisinki and a long report wiil
be published in due course.
The sixth General Meeting was at the
Technical University in Warsaw from June 7th-llth
1993, attended by 60 participants from 16 countries.
At this meeting, the establishment of EWM as a
legal body, was discussed. The legalisation was
finalised on December 2nd 1993 under Finnish law.
The legal seat of EWM is Helsinki, one reason for
this choice being that Helsinki is already the seat of
the European Mathematical Society (EMS).
EWM has a two-level structure:
- the local level, which usually functions within a
country and has a regional coordinator as its link
- the international level, which is the network
connecting the various local groups and consists
of the Standing Committee, the international
coordinators and the Helsinki office with its
secretary Riitta Ulmanen. The secretary is a sort of
"fixed point" in this net who collects, updates and
distributes information, answers inquiries, keeps
membership records and so on.
The address and telephone numbers of the EWM
Helsinki office have changed recently and the new
address is
EWM Office, Riitta Ulmanen, Secretary, Depart
ment of Mathematics, PO Box 4, Yliopistonkatu 5,
FIN-00014 University of Helsinki, Finland
Tel: 358 0 ] 91 22853 Fax: 358 0 191 23213
Email: ulmanen(g)sophie. helsinki.fi
EWM bas regional coordinators in
Czech Republic, Denmark,

forms for !•'.\VlV!
may be
obtained eitJwr from regional cc,ordiuators or from
rn.tes which
Helsinki There are thrn,,
aHoiv fJ)r the rnr.tny si:ldf.:�r;·!nt c)r('.nrnstancc� of
co--ordinatorn collect duP1,
rnemJJi3s. Th,,
i.n lor:a.1 Ci!rr�·).ncy and for\vnrd rn.oney to the
account in Hd:jnki.
c,;inrniHee is

Capi Corrales (capi@emducmll.sim.cm.es).
The International Coordinators are
Capi Corrales (west),
Marketa Novak (central) (marketa@cs.chalmers.se),
Marie Demlova (ea..<it) (deml@csearn.bitnet)
and Inna Berezowskaya (Russia).
The EWM email network, which was adminis
tered from Rome, has recently been completely
reorganised and is now administered by Sarah
Rees from Newcastle. To join, mail Sarah at
sarah.rees@newcastle.ac.uk
The EWM newsletter appears annually in Decem
ber/January and is distributed, mainly electroni
cally, free of charge. You will be sent a copy on
joining the network; otherwise copies (hard or elec
tronic) and further information on EWM may be
obtained from the Helsinki office.
Besides organising the biennial EWM conference,
EWM members have played an active role in
the European Mathematical Society Committee on
Women and Mathematics which was set up in
January 1991. Investigations have been carried
out into the numbers of women mathematicians in
different European countries, with some surprising
Discussions and further investigations
results.
have been initiated on those countries with very
low proportions of women among mathematicians.
The committee also organised round tables at the
European Congress in Paris, 1992 and the ICM in
Zurich in 1994.
There have been regional meetings in Russia,
Sweden, Germany, the UK, and elsewhere. Femmes
et mathematiques, the organiRation of French
women mathematician8, is an important and very
active group in France. In 1996 , several events are
planned induding a one day forum for young women
mathematicians in Paris in January and a general
in March in HPnnes.
The Russi,tn \\'omen Ma.thematidans Associa.tio:i
(HMWA) was founded at .a. c.onfonrncP in
has more than ;JOO
HHl3 in Suzdat and
member::; from more than ,HJ cities of Russia and
the FSU . A second International conforencc took
third is

..msk.1:,u
In
an EWM' group, associazwn( 1talia.1w
drm1u rn
was fonrwd in Italy. The
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German group is also active: there is an email
net managed from Magdeburg with about J 50
participants and there have been several local
meetings including one in Oberwohlfach.
A
weekend meeting is planned for June 1996. The
British group BWM organised a one day meeting
in London in September 1995 and a similar day is
planned for September 1996.
The next international EWM activity is planned
for the Budapest EMS conference in July 1996.
There will be a round table on the topic "Females
in Mathematics in the Iberian and Scandanavian
Peninsulars". EWM is also organising, jointly with

femmes et mathematiques, an interdisciplinary two
day workshop on Renormalisation from June 14th15th 1996 in Paris.
There will be a joint
Franco-Russian meeting organised by femmes et
mathematiques and the Russian Association for
Women Mathematicians (RAWM) in Marseille in
December 1996.
Mathematics Department
Warwick University
Coventry CV4 7AL
England

January 1996

New Council Delegates for 1996-1999
T he following nominations have been received by 10 February 1996:
Anichini, Giuseppe, Modena, Italy
Bolondi, Giorgio, Sassari, Italy
Branner, Bodi}, Lyngby, Denmark
Deshouillers, Jean-Marc, Bordeaux, France
Habetha, Klaus, Aachen, Germany
Karoubi, Max, Paris, France
Kuusalo, Tapani, Jyvaskyla, Finland
Lahtinen, Aatos, Helsinki, Finland
Marki,

Laszlo,

Budapest, Hungary

Piccinini, Renzo, 1'1ilano, Italy
Puppe, Dieter, Heidelberg, Germany

As there were 11 positions available, the candidates were declared elected, without the need

for a ballot.
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EMIS

The European 1\1athen1atical Information Service
7, 1996
Jn June 1. 995 the 'European Mathematical Information Service' went online unJer the URL http://www.emis.de/. It contains
the Electronic Librnry of the European ;\fathematical Society, infi.mnation about the Society. about the European Mathematical
i 996 in Budapest, and information about other mathematicai servers throughout the wori<l.

Preparations
At the meeting of the Executive Committee of the European
Mathematical Society in Cortona/Italy, October 1994, it was
decided to set up a system of electronic servers in Europe
for Mathematics under the auspices of the EMS.
FIZ Kar!sruhe, Dept. of Mathematics and Computer Science
in Berlin, the editorial office of Zentralblatt fur Mathematik I
Mathematics Abstracts, has offered to run the master server.
At its meeting in Krakow, March 1995, the Executive Com
mittee of the EMS decided unanimously that the master
server should be set up and maintained by FIZ Karlsruhe,
and the secretary of the EMS Peter Michor was enti!led to
negotiate the conditions, The format of the server was also
agreed upon. It was decided to have mirror servers at var
ious locations. The name EMIS was chosen standing for
European Mathematical Infonnation Service.
The work on EMIS started in mid May 1995 at FIZ. The
server is ofiiciaHy online since June 21, 1995 when it was
first announced at a workshop of the project .. Specialized
Infonnation" of the Deutsche Mathematiker-Vereinigung
(DMV). Further announcements were posted lo various in..
tern.et newsgroups. The server was announced to catalogs
of WWW servers and in the September issue of the EMS
Newsletter.

Access
The server is accessible using WWW, FTP, and Gopher.
World Wide Web access is regarded 1.he primary acces
method, and therefore not too much work has been done
lo make FTP and
acce.ss really what
could he.
EMIS is nccessibie al the
very
tions. The i111crne1 addre"scs of EMIS arc
Mai h. iii:
Sci .· -Zentrn!hlatt fi.lr M.ath.::m;uik / 1'-fo!heMirror sites:
ofHd:;mki,

http://cirm.univ-mrs.fr/EMIS/
Marseille, Centre International de
Mathematiques (CIRM),

Recontres

http://www.maths.soton.ac.uk/EMIS/
Southampton, Faculty of Mathematical Studies, Uni
versity of Southampton.
http: I I emis. csi.it:8888 I Torino, Consorzio per
ii Sistema lnformativo (CSI-Piemonte)
Each mirror site maintains its own regularly updated copy
of the complete EMIS contents. Through its growing sys
tem of mirrors EMIS can provide a good distribution of its
services and an easy access to its information by reducing
slow long-distance network connections. Moreover, as each
mirror server behaves as a backup store, the information in
EMIS is fairly insensible to hardware crashes.
All software-besides the hare operating system--used to
set up and maintain the server and distribute its contents was
chosen to be widely employed public domain software. On
the one hand this leads to a minimization of costs, on the
other it secures that EMIS will benefit from further expected
developments of these programs.

Contents
The server contains general information about the EMS, its
statutes and by-laws, an address list of member societies and
the main part of the society's Newsletter starting with the
September l 995 issue.
Infrmnation about the 2nd European Congress of Mathe
1996 and its 5atel l itc confercrn::.es arc
matics in
available from ihc server,
t.hc First am! Second
Announcement and the
to the confernncc v.ia e-mail
Some effnris have been undertaken In collect
either mathcmafa:a.l information systems.
a
in
available infonnaticm on mathernatics. These
dudc .!mks to !he International Mathcmatkai Union (!MU),
the \\'orld Mathematica! Y�,ar 2000 Newsletter. and tbe
un,w1x:o. Lisls nf l\/1ath,:nwtics lnformahon
uf itJc must cow··
i:tr,re one cru1
se!cc :·;Cr\'1:,rs of m.atlwm,,lics
,ocH:tws and '11>··
sociatiom,, inst.ilules and ;;;enters, t'""""'''"""' mathemati,:,
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journals and preprints, and specialized subject area servers.
There's also a link to CORDIS, the Community Research
and Development Information Service, that provides infor
mation about Research and Development sponsored and sup-
ported by the European Union.

Electronic Library of the EMS
The biggest part ofEM{S, however, is t.he Electronic
of !he EMS (ELibEMS), taJdng aboul 99?o of th� total disk
space used by the server.
In its Electronic Library the EMS collects the full tcxts of
freely available electronic publications from Europe, and
also from other countries, which agree on offering their pub
lications here. This library--supervised by the Electronic
Publishing Committee of the EMS--dcfines high mathe
matical and editorial standards for its included publications.
Journals or Proceedings volumes have to be guided by an ed
itorial board which guarantees that the articles accepted for
publ.ication are of good mathematical quality. Jn particular,
every article should have been refereed and recommended
for publication by an independent expe,rt. As it is common
praxis with printed math..,matical publications, no version
of the article should have appeared or should appear else
where. Hard copies of the articles have to be collected at
different places which then will serve as an archive for the
volumes. These places preferably should be libraries which
should agree to organize the distribution of copies of single
articles to mathematicians having no access to the electronic
volumes.
With its rapidly growing Electronic Library the EMS gives
an example of how scholarly electronic publishing of the
future might look like, TI1is major effort of electronically
bringing together important mathematical publications was
made possible by the support and very good international
cooperation of the respective editors and publishers.

Mathematical Journals
ELibEMS includes at present (January 1996) the following
journals in full text:
Acta Mathematica Universitatis Comenian�e.
Volume 60 (1991)-present
This is the electronic version of Acta Mathemmica Univer
sitatis Comenianae. 'The master copies of the files of this
journal are maintained at I.he Comenius University, Inst of
Applied Math,, Bratislava.
An.nal.es Academire Sdtmtim:·um Fem1icre St�:ries
A. I. Mathematica.
\hlwne 18

Jbnales Acadmnia: Sci<mliarum Fnuiicr£ Series 4 /, Mathe·
194 J _ it was founded and
lls editor is Olli Lehto A.ASF
ail fields ofmathcmaiics with """""'''"'H'
Ardli ,·urn l\fat.hematicum.
\1,lume 28
11Jis h; Hm dec:n:mk v�Jrswn of Atrhivutn Maiht'!n::1tiu1m.
Ar,:}ii'vr,<nt .Afurhr·:.1naticu.n, \.Vas
'l'.b.e ·Inalbt;Jnatical
lh::itriige zur Al.gehra nod Geometrfo

Contributfom to

and bi:�}n,etrv.

Volume 34 (1993)-presen.t
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The mathematical journal Beitriige zur Algebra und Geome
trie/ Contributions to Algebra and Ceomet,y was founded in
1971 on the occasion of the 65th birthday of O.-H. Keller, It
publishes research articles in the areas of algebra, geometry.
a!gebraic geometry and related fields, preferably in English
language.
The Eledrouic Journal of Combinatorics.
Volume 1 ( 1994,1--present
Tiic Electronic Journal of' Combinatorics is a refereed all
electronic journal that publishes papers in all branches of
discrete mathematics, including all kinds of combinatorics,
grnph theory, discrete algorithms, etc. 'foe master copies
of the files of this journal arc maintained at the Georgia
Institute of Technology in Atlanta, GA, USA
The Electronic Journal of Differential Equations.
Volume l (1993)--present
The Electronic Journal of Differential Equations (EJDE) is
a strictly electronic publication dealing with all aspects of
differential equations (o.d.e.'s, p.d.e.'s, integral equations,
functional differential equations, etc.), and their applica
tions. 'The master copies of the files of this journal are
maintained at Southwest Texas State University, San Mar
cos, TIC, USA
Electronic Joumai of Probability and Electronic Com·
munications in Probability.
Volume 1 ( J 996)--present
Electronic Journal of Probability and Electronic Communi
cations in Probability publish papers in all areas of prob
ability. 1be master copies of the files of this journal are
maintained at the University of Washington Mathematics
Department, Seattle, WA, USA.
Electronic Research Announcements of the American
Mathematical Society
Volume 1 (1995)-present
Electronic Research Announcements is the American Math
ematical Society's first electronic-only journal. ERA-AMS
publishes high quality research announcements of signifi
cant advances in all branches of mathematics. The master
copies of the files of this Journal are archived by the Amer
ican Mathematical Society.
Electronic Transactions on Numerical Analysis.
Volume 1 (1993)--present
Electronic Transactions on Numerical Analysis (ETNA) is
an electronic journal for the puhlieation of significant new
and
in m1mericai
;:,ml sci
of i:he Ii les of
na! are maintained ai Kent State
DepL Math. &
Kent Off. USA.
.fourn.:,l

g(',t_)�

(iuantutn groups
R�vista Colombii.na de Jvhrt('matkas.,
\li/lu.1m,: 28 (
.R,:vista Colombimw d£ Mou·miiticu:r
H>
search papers in all areas of pure and applied mathemat-

ics. The Revista is a joint publication of the Sociedad
Colombiana de Matematicas and the Universidad Nacional
de Colombia (Bogot.i). The electronic edition coincides with
the printed edition, and it is published under the auspices of
the Hemeroteca Nacional llniversitaria. ICFES.
Southwest Journal of Pure and Applied Mathematics
Volume 1 ( 1995)-present
The Southwest Journal of Pure and Applied lv1athemafi('s is
an electronic journal devoted to the study of pure and applied
mathematics and related topics. The master copies of the
files of this journal are maintained at Cameron University,
Lawton, OK, USA
Theory and Applications of Categories.
vhlume I ( J 995)-present
Theory and Applications of Categories is the all-electronic,
refereed journal on Category Theory, categorical methods
and their applications in the mathemalical sciences. The
master copies of the files of this journal are maintained
at Mount Allison University, Sackviile, New Brunswick,
Canada.
Five more journals are in preparation:
Journal of Convex Analysis,
Mathematica Bohemica,
Mathematica Pannonica,
Rendiconti dell' Istituto di Matematica di Trieste,
Universitatis Iagellonicae Acta Mathematica.
Mathematical Conference Proceedings
The aim is to collect here all freely available electronic ver
sions of refereed conference proceedings and other series of
papers in full text.
Proceedings of the Sth International Conference on
Differential Geometry and Its Applications Opava,
Cz.echoslovakia, August 24-28, 1992.
Part I. Analysis and Topology on Manifolds
Part II. Differential Equations on Manifolds
Part III. Geodesic and Projective Mappings
Part IV. Geometric Methods in Physics
Part V. Natural Bundles and Natural Differential Operators
Part VL Riemannian and Kahlerian Geometry
Part VII. The Calculus of Variations
In preparation are:
Proceedings of the 6tb International Conference on Dif·
ferential Geometry and its Applications, Brno, Czech Re
public, J 995.
Topics: Riemannian geometry, Higher order differential geGeomeometry, Geometric theory of differential
Mathtry of the variational
!:'r,r;t:tiedimrs of the 2kd Intenmtionat conforenet> on
in the
and
!Vte:tico, 1995

JH•<J"-1f1Hl�UVU

Optimization: Linear and nonlinear, discrete, paramet
ric, multiobjective, global, stochastic and nonsmooth opti
mization; control theory; variational problems; complexity
theory; game theory and mathematical economics.
- Numerical and Computational Methods: Numerical
and computational methods of approximation, optimization
and nonlinear equations; continuation methods and bifurca
tion; fixed point methods; large scale optimization.
- Applications: Energy models; models of business and
engineering; robotics; pattern recognition; neutral nets;
computer,aided design; data compression; models of ecol
ogy and natural sciences.

Access statistics

From its very beginning EMIS was a great success with
respect to the number of files retrieved from all over the
world. The following figure shows the number of accesses
to the EMIS master server per week for the first half year
that the server was online. The accesses to the mirror servers
and connections using ftp or gopher are not included into
this diagram.
HTTP st.atisUc:;; for www .EMIS.DE
HTTP-+7(XXJ
6()()0

wocks
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EMIS Contact Addresses
Secretary of the EMS:
Professor Peter W. Michor
Institut ftir Mathematik, Universitiit Wien
Strudlhofgasse 4, A-1090 Wien, Austria
e-mail: michor@esi.ac.at
Scientific Coordinator:
Professor Dr. Bernd Wegner
Editor--in-Chief of
Zcnlrnlh!au fUr Ivfathematik I !\fathematks Abstrnch
Fachbereich
c-mai'I:

Tedmkal Manager:
Michael Jost
l\.tfath &
ScL
HZ
... h.:mralhh1H fr1r Matht,matik I Mathematics Ahs1n1c(s Fnmk!instr. l. l, D- !0587 Balm,
·brl,,ruht':.de
e-mail.
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European Commission Progran1me Training
and Mobility of Researchers
Information on this progrrname is now
available directly from the EC via Internet on:
http:/ /www.cordis.lu
Recall that the various parts of this programme
are the following.
Individual fellowships These are grants for
scientists one member state
to work
of another
for a period in a
state.
There are various
Doctoral gra.nts
for those having
Post-doctoral
a.!r•,ady obtained their Ph.D.
the
is 3[1.
age
B40:
Clrants for established researchers,
particularly
industrialized regions, who
wish to
,1 team in a less favored
to
import their research experience.
Return grants: For researchers of less fo.vored
reg1ons,
benefited from a grant and
want to go lmck to their country.
There a.re regular caJls for proposals.
Networks These a.re
of at least fi
groups in at least ] countries, v.rorking on a
specific theme.
The accent is put on trarnmg, so tha,t more
half the money d1oul.d be used as salaries
for young
'I'he rest
help
c0Habort1.tion of the i�ronps iri the

particular, the next deadline for applications
could change.
In the fellowships and networks categoriefl,
the available budget is shared between
the various sdence8 proportionnally to the
amounts applied for. The applicants who were
not funded (the rates of success are very small)
might find some solace in the fact that their
application
the number of successful
ones in rnathematics.
measures These are essen
tially :Euroconferenccs a,nd Summer Schools:
defined as series of meetings on a theme. The
Summer Schools should pa.rticulerly stress the
training of young scientists.
call for proposals in this category
The
has deadline April 1.
Information packages Information packages,
including application forms, can be obtained
by fax at the following numbers (32 2)29621:>6,
2962133, 29f)6995 or 296a270.
Cooperation with developing countries A
call for proposals will be launched on 15 rnarch
1996. At the time of writing, I don't know what
subjects wiU be covered.
lnformat.ion will be available on:
/www .cordis Ju/cgi/build _ doclist.pl
(cicmll down to 1NCO and select inforrnation
C).
for
!•)
.t.L,,

no 1.

:·i.rnounL,: of nw,.H:'Y
a,

1tet·;,-ii()�:· kr.

rz.rJher regulv,r
·;on:5 i.,,::j·�,hin t

i'o
to be H,ble- to i.n t1·od �Jt:���
de;�J!lincs.

EUROPEAN POST-DOCTORAL INSTITUTE
FOR THE MATHEMATICAL SCIENCES
The European Post-Doctoral Institute for the
Mathematical Sciences was founded in October
1995 by the Institut des Hautes Etudes Scientifiques
(Bures-sur-Yvette, France), the Isaac Newton
Institute for Mathematical Sciences (Cambridge,
Gnited Kingdom) and the Max-Planck-Institut fiir
Mathernatik (Bonn, Germany) in order to create
a European mathematical space of excellence for
young post-doctoral fellows.
The grants distributed for a two-year period by the
EPDI will allow them to move around and progress,
during 6 to 12 months, in one of these research
centres, among the best in Europe, and to be in
daily contact with leading mathematicians from all
over the world. They will then be able to spend
the rest of the time in another institution, still in
Europe, prifate or state-controlled.
The EPDI programme aims to increase the mobility
of young mathematicians within Europe, to support.
t,heir formation at tbe highest level and to prepare
their entry into an academic industrial or public
research career.
•

For whom is the EPDI

programme intended'?
The EPDI programme is meant for young European
scientists interested in fundamental mathematics or
the applications of mathematics, who have obtained
their PhD one or two years earlier and who wish
to pursue their research at one of the three founder
institutes, and then at another European institution
(private or state).
•

Description of grants

At least 5 two-year gra.nts:
(l to 12 months in. one of the three founder
l'iir MaJhem;a.tik,
inst i! utes
Institut
Scient
Isaac
l\ewton Institute for l'datrH:'matic.:d '"''"''·'"'·'···•·
(>

--------------------·--·--··

12 to 18 mout.hs in another European institu
tion (Research centre, nniv<>rsity, corpo·:ation, etc).
o At least half of the time is to be spent outside
the native country.
o
Domains to be considered in this call
for applications: mathematical sciences in the
wide sense (pure mathematics - applications
of mathematics -· mathematical physics) with
particular attention to the domains mentioned
below.
Conditions for application
o European citizenship (European Union, associ
ated countries and Easter European countries);
o PhD or equivalent in Mathematical Sciences
obtained in 1994 or later (no matter where, in
Europe or elsewhere).
• How to apply to the EPDI programme?
o Get an application form by electronic mail:
application-epdi@ihes.fr
fill it ont and send it back, together with the
documents listed, to:
IPDE - 35 route de Chartres
F-91440 Bures-sur-Yvette

FRANCE

Tel: (33)(1) 69 07 48 53
Fax: (33)(1) 69 07 39 97
Email: ipde@ihes.fr
o Deadline for applications:
February 25th, 1996.
• Selection of the applicants
Applications will be examined and selected
international Scientific Committee.

an

The Capture of the Mathe1natical Literature fron1 1868 to 1942
A Proposal to Make a Database from
J11hl'i111d1 iiber die Forischritte der ;l;fathematik

The editors-in-chief of Mutlwmatical Reviews,
Eeith Dennis, and Zentrniblatt fiir Afothematik, Bernd
\iVegner, agreed on a cooperation with the goal to
make a database from Jahrbuch 11btff die Forischritte
dcr Mathematik. This project has been endorsed by
the Boa.rd of Trustees of the American M.athematicaI
Society and the Executive Committee of the European
Mathematical Society. The technical and scientific work
on the project will be based on the facilities available
at the editorial offices of Mathematical Reviews and
Zeritralblatt, but it mainly has to be covered financially
by additional funding.
In particular, for the scientific improvement of the
data taken from the Jahrbuch the project has to rely on
the support from many volunteers. This announcement
giving a short description of the project hopefully will
motivate several research mathematicians to join the
planned board of associate editors for the project. What
the task of these editors should be will be resumed at the
end of this article.
1. Goal of the Project
The goal of the project is to produce a searchable
database covering the mathematical literature which
appeared between 1868 and 1942 based on the Jahrbuch
published by Walter de Gruyter & Co. Such a database
would be an important tool for both mathematical
research and the history of science. Together with the
databases MATH of the Zentralblatt fur Mathematik,
published by the Fachinformationszentrum Karlsruhe,
and MathSci of Mathematical Reviews, published by
the American Mathematical Society, this would make
available an almost complete record of the published
mathematical literature from 1868, the year the
Jahrbuch was founded, to the present.
An electronic version of the Jah,-buch will
address the increasing pressure on mathematicians and
historians of science to be able to recover information on
the literature in a convenient and time-saving manner.
This will be facilitated by providing an off-line database
iu the form of a CD-ROM in addition to the online
serv1ee.
2. Structure and Content of the Databas(i
The st rncture of the ,fat.abase will be simila.r !o t.hrn,e of
J.he modern mathnnat.icaJ dabba.ses .menti:med above.
The
the entry of t.he back
Illes for hot!. dat.aba.ses can tlrns bP. used for t.lt,,
cons1t11ctimt of a dat.tbase fo.r the .lahrlmch.
Jn a fast. phase tlw material in the .fahrfmch will be
e>n1.e,,f.'d ai,d the tfata broken up mtn pa.r!.s tc, be ;.tor,!d in
Mt'para.te
fields for

ha.3 tbc
t..y '-)i' an e .XC(:J'icl�t �f·archztbl(�
datab,.1.5,c f:.f ! hr m11!.!wm.<1tic.t! lit, r:1.tm<.'.
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The, main tasks to be done in order to re:tch thiH
goal are the following:
a) the classification of the articles according to the
current Mathematics Subject Classifica.i.ion (MSC)
scheme,
h) the assignment of free keywords in English as
an import.ant supplement to the cla.ssificat.ion,
mentioned above,
c) each item listed whose title is not in English will be
given an additional English title,
d) further description of individual items will be
achieved by the addition of commentaries,
e) a standardization of the abbreviations of journal
titles will be given, like that in the modern
databases, and in case ihe title of a journal has
changed the various versions of the title will be
identified,
f) pointers how to obtain the original literature will
be provided,
g) as careful author identification as possible will be
undertaken.
3. Status of the Project
The Jahrbuch covers 75 years, in as many volumes.
Each annual volume contains reviews of almost
all mathematical works that appeared during the
corresponding year. The total number of publications
covered by the Jahrbuch is estimated to be 220,000.
Publication rights for the data of the Jahrbuch have
been granted by Walter de Gruyter & Co. to the editors
of the database. The first step of the project will be
to store the data electronically as they appear in the
Jahr·buch. The problem of the financial funding of this
first step is open, but some amount of money is available
to begin with the storage of some subset of the datiL
already.
The next step will be to ask t.he associate editors
to provide the additional data for the
items by
assigning the das;;iificat.ion and the keywords, t.rnnslat.ing
the titles and adding wmments if possible. fo order t.o
avoid high costs for t,he
of the d,1ta has,.: we
tl1at thifl work could he done
vohud�t::,f:rs. In
addition. tc)
in rrJany .:.:.1,scs it vviU be i.hffi,.:uh t;1sk to
(l the oxticl.cs
a cotrEct link bi-!t...,v,r:en t.h.e
revile'w,,d in the Jt1hr/;w:h and modern ma.thematical
H<:'nc.,;, a widely sprea.d hoard of a.ssociate
of
editors will enable us tu benefit from the
thf: reseiil'ch rnat.hcrna.t,ic.ian s \:Vur.kt-·vvide fo!· this t.:-isk.
'.fhocif'. ,vho .ate .�n.terekt.,:::d
::1.1;�oc'lr1tc cd.itor� rtl.>':"�
:addn��s; "Bcnid.
:F,1chb1."'n:jch
·.rr.1 l!erHn. StraJhi d,.::s .l r. J1:rn; .LL\ 0 ·�··
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EUROPEAN NEWS: Country by Country
BELGIUM
Workshop
Drinfeld modules, modular schemes and applications.
Date: September 9 - September 14
Location: The meeting will take place in the
conference centre of the Flemish community: Alden
Biesen, Bilzen-Rijkhoven (near to Hasselt, Belgium)
An instructional meeting with as main aim bringing
together research students and specialists to have
lectures and discussions on the different parts and
aspects of the theory of Drinfeld modules.
Preliminary scheme for the program:
1. Drinfeld modular schemes
l. 1 Construction
1.2 Algebraization
1. ;3. Compactification
2. Applications
2.1 Modular forms
2.2. Arithmetic of global function fields and of
division algebras over global function fields.

2.3. Elliptic curves over function fields
Persons interested in attending this meeting
organised by Ernst Gekeler, Marc Reversat, Marius
vander Put, Jan Van Geel should contact.
Jan Van Geel
University of Gent
Department of Pure mathematics
and computer algebra
Galglaan 2,
Tel: 32 - 9 - 264.48.98
B-9000 Gent
Fax: 32 - 9 - 264.49.93
Belgium
email: jvg@cage.rug.ac.be
Announcements concerning the meeting can also be
found on internet:
http://cage.rug.ac.be/rv jvg/workshop.html

First Announcement
Workshop on Crystallographic Groups and their generalizations.
Katholieke Universiteit Leuven Campus Kortrijk
Faculteit Wetenschappen, Departement W iskunde
Organized by the algebra research unit at Kortrijk
(Belgium)
May 20 - 21, 1996. The aim of the meeting is to
report on and to discuss recent developments and
problems in the field.
Invited talks will be given by
H. Abels (Universitat Bielefeld), W. Gold
man (University of Maryland, College Park),
F. Grunewald (Universitat Diisseldorf), K.B.
Lee (University of Oklahoma, Norrnan), F. Ray
mond
of Michigan, Ann
D.
Segal (Oxford University)
and
Scieutific Committee: The main
(K.F
P

involved:

Recent
g;nmps, and aH concepts ,vhid1 can be senn
of
am the
of this

.AUinc
/1.:tn1ost
i11fr.n. -· nilrnattifr�lds.

groups and more generally, any explicit construc
tion of a spherical manifolds.
Left symmetric structures on Lie algebras.
Discrete subgroups of nilpotent/solvable Lie groups.
W here: Kortrijk is situated 85 km west of
Brussels, in the province of West-Vlaanderen. It
is only 35 km north of the French city Lille. The
highway El7 is passing through Kortrijk, having an
exit near the university.
From Brussels, as well as from Lille, them are
frequent train connections to Kortrijk.
Both
Brussels and Lilh1 have an international airporL
From LiLle there are several
(TG\')
to
London).
connections
Ji'or further iuform.ation: Please cont.ad
Paul [godt, Karel
\Vim Jvfalfa.it
Depart.ment of Mat.hernatics

Th.e latest
the
.kula.k.
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CROATIA
CROATIAN MATHEMATICAL SOCIE'TY Bijenirka 30, 10 OOO Zagreb, Croatia
Jn

CROATIAN MATHEJVIATICAL CONGRESS
Zagreb, Croatia - July 18 - 20, 1996

Second Announcenient
The Croatian Mathematical Society is pleased
to invite you to attend the First Croatian
Mathematical Congress, to be held in Zagreb,
Croatia, July 18 - 20, 1996. Congress will have a
strong international component, and it will be open
to all areas of mathematics.
Congress activities will start on Thursday
morning, .July 18, and will end on Saturday
afternoon, .July 20, 1996. Congress activities will
take place in the lecture rooms of the Department
of Mathematics, University of Zagreb, Bijenicka
30, situated in the northern, residential area
overlooking downtown Zagreb. Note that Sunday,
July 21, 1996 is the arrival date for the 2nd
European Congress of Mathematics, to be held
in Budapest, Hungary (six hours by train from
Zagreb).
Scientific Program.
The program includes
approximately 20 invited lectures, and short (15minutes) communications by Congress participants
selected by the Scientific Committee. The abstracts
of selected talks will be published in the Prograrn of
the Congress. The official languages of the Congress
are English and Croatian.
Deadlines. If you wish to attend the Congress,
please return the attached registration form by
iVIarch 15, HJ96.
lf you are interested in
giving a short communication at. the Congress,
please submit the abstract of your talk (at
most 200 words)
April 15 HHJ6.
The
Scientific Cormnittee will
you of its
decision. AH

Mikeli{: (Lyon), D. Milicic (Salt Lake City), E.
Molnar (Budapest), S.J. Patterson (Gottingen),
Z.R. Pop-Stojanovic (Gainesville, Florida), M. Rao
(Gainesville, Florida), J.R.M. Sanjurjo (Madrid),
K. Veselic (Hagen), M.V. \Vickerhauser (St.Louis),
K. Yelick (Berkeley) .
Scientific Committee: ( all from the University
of Zagreb) I. Aganovic, D. Butkovic, E. Coffou,
V. Hari, S. Kurepa., R. Manger, S. Mardesic, B.
Najman (chairman), M. Polonijo, M. Prime, H.
Sikic (secretary), Z. Sikic, M. Ta.die, Z. Tutek, D.
Veljan, V. Volenec, Z. Vondracek.
Transportation. The Zagreb Airport has direct
flights to several major European airports. Croatia
Airlines has everyday flights to Frankfurt, London,
Munich, Prague, Vienna, Zurich. Five days a week
it has flights to Amsterdam, Paris, Rome. Two to
four times a week it has flights to Berlin, Brussels,
Moscow, Copenhagen, Stuttgart, Skopje, Warsaw.
Lufthansa has everyday flights to Frankfurt and
Munich. Air France has flights to Paris five days
a week. Czech Airlines has everyday flights to
Prague.
Several European cities are connected with Zagreb
by train every day; Budapest (five tirnes a day),
Vienna (twice a day), Venice, Munich, Genevc,
Leipzig, Ljubljana.
A ccon1modations.
Here is the list of som.e
Zagreb hotels that can b(, reached from the
site of the
in 20 - :30 rrtinutes.
and double-bed
to
are
1) t< brcnntik

The list of invited
,J. Azerna
Penn ) , J Bertoin

DM

., lntcn:on t11u·ntal
may be n.hle. to ensure disu)nnt in some of the hotels
a,:1/"ii.aL,,ie titHJLf�
d.«:.ta.Us t. h<�
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CATALONIA
AMENDMENT TO ANNOUNCEMENT IN NEWSLETTER N0.18 PAGE 19.

CRM Advanced Course on Geometry and Physics
Dates: July 2 to July 1 2, 1))96
abf Location Centre de Reccrca Maternatica,
Campus of the Universitat Autonoma de Barcelona,
Bellatcrra, Spain
Speakers:
G. Segal, Cambridge University, "Conformal field
theories"
D. Kotschick, Basel University, "Four-manifolds
and Seiberg-Witten gauge theory"

L. H. Kauffman, Chicago University, "Invariants of
links and manifolds"
Coordinators:
Sebastia Xamb6 and Vicen<;
Navarro (Barcelona)
Deadline for registration: April 15, 1996
Further information:
http://crm.es, or e-mail to crm@crm.es

FRANCE
XXVI 1 " Probability Summer School Saint-Flour ( Cantal)
19th August - 4th September, 1996
Invited Speakers
Professor E. Gine
University of Connecticut (U.S.A.)
"Bookstrap; U-sta.tistics and U-processe"
Professor G .R. Grimmett
University of Cambridge (Great Britain)
"Percolation and Disordered System"
Professor L. Saloff-Coste
University of Toulouse (.France)

"Quantitative techniques for finite Markov chains"
Contact
P. Bernard, Universite Blaise Pascal
Mathernatiques Apphquees
F63177 AUBIERE CEDEX
Tel· 73 40 70 52 or 73 40 70 50
Fax: 73 40 70 64
Email: bernard@ucfma.univ-bpderrnont.fr
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DMV-Seminare 1996

GERMANY

Ras Mathematisc�e For�chungsinstitut Oberwolfach verans!altet in Zusammenarbeit mit der qeutschen "'.1athematiker-Vereinigung vor aflem fur
1ungere Mathemat,ker (m1t abgeschlossener oder fortgeschnttener Hochschulausb!ldung) Fortb1ldungssemmare aus dem Bereich der Mathematik
einschlief31ich ihrer Rand· und Anwendungsgebiete. Einerseits solfen junge Mathematiker in ihrem eigenen Arbeitsbereich weiterfuhrende Erfah·
rungen sammetn und Kontakte mit Fachleuten gewinnen. Andererseits sollen die Serninare aber auch Gelegenheit bieten, Methoden und
Ergebnisse fremder Arbeitsgeblela kennenzu!ernen mil dem Ziel, den mathematischen Horizont zu erweitern und sich vielleicht auch ein weileres
Arbeitsfeld zu erschlief3en.
Die Teilnehmer erhalten einen ZuschuB zu den Reise- und Aufenthaltskosten. Alie Seminare linden lm Malhernatischen Forschungsinstitut
Oberwolfach stan. Dle Zahl der Teilnehmer ist aut jeweils 25 begrenzt.
lnteressenten erhalten auf Anfrage weiteres lnformationsmaterial. Bitte beachten Sia hierzu auch unseren WWW Server {http: l/www.mfo.de). Die
Anmeklung zu einem Seminar sollte moglichst fruhzeitiig erlolgen bei

Prof. Dr. Matthias Kreck
Unlversitat Mainz
Fachbereich Mathematik
55099 Mainz
Bitte !Ogen Sie der Anmeldung eine kurze Schilderung lhres Werdeganges, lhres Arbeitsgebietes und lhrer derzeitigen TAtigkelt bei.
1.

Quantengruppen in Mathematik und Physik

vom 3. bis 9. Marz 1996, Anmeldung bis 31. Januar 1996
Tammo tom Dieck (Gottlngen), Julius Wess (Munchen)
Referenten:
Subjects:

Prerequisites:

Ouantengruppen als Deformation von Lie-Algebren; Hopl-Algebren; Tensorkategorien; Ouantendoppel; R-Matrizen� nicht·
kommutativer DitferentialkalkOI; q-deformierter Phasemaum; Q·detormierte Ouantenmechanik und Feldtheorie; Anwendung
auf Knoten und Mannigfaltigkeiten.
Grundbegriffa der Algebra: Algebren, Mod.uln, Kategorien, Tensorprodukt; Theorie der Lie Algebren und deren Darstel
lungen; Poincare Gruppen und deren unita.re Darstellungen; Quantenmechanik, relativistische Feldgleichungen.

2. Parallel Methods for large linear Systems of Equations

vom 3. bis 9. Marz 1996, Anmeldung bis 31. Januar 1996
Referenten:
Peter Bastian {Stuttgart), Erik van de Velda {Pasadena/USA), Gabriel Wittum (Stuttgart)
Subjects:
Prerequisites:

Abstract Large (sparse) systems of linear equations arise often in the solution of partial differential equations. In the last two
decades a number of direct and iterative schemes have been developed for their fast resolution.
Keywords: Numerical methods for POE, parallel programming, direct methods, sparse direct methods, simple iterative
schemes, multigrid method, domain decomposition, adaptive grid refinement, dynamic load balancing.
linear algebra, partial differential equations, programming experience, if possible.

3. Introduction to the Langlands Program

vom 26. Mai bis 1. Jun! 1996, Anmeldung bis 1. April 1996
Werner MOiier (Bonn), Thomas Zink (Bielefeld)
Referenten:

Subjects:

Prerequisites:

A! the heart of Langlands' program is the general notion of an automorphic representation 1t and its L-function L(s,rr).
These not!ons are both defined via group theory and harmonic analysis on adelic groups and are generalizations of the
classical modular forms and their Hecke L-functions.The conjectures of Langlands (roughly) amount to the assertion that the
other known L·functions arising in number theory and algebraic geometry are nothing but special realizations of automorphic l·
functions. The following subjects will be discussed: classical modular forms and automorphic representations ot GL(2), L·
function of an automorphic representation, the principle of functoriality of Langlands, L-functions of algebraic varieties and
their relation to automorphic L-lunctions, especially for abelian varieties of CM-type, modular curves and Shimura curves.
Basic knowledge about anal)1ic functions, functional analysis, algebraic number theory, algebraic geometry.

4. Probability and Algorithms

vom 26. Mai bis 1. Jun! 1996, Anmeldung bis 1. April 1996
Referenten:
Richard Karp {Seattle/USA), Alistair Sinclair {Berkeley/USA), J. Michael Steele (Philadelphia/USA}

Subjects:

Basic randomized combinatorial algorithms: e.g. MaxCut, MinCut, network reliability, maximal independent set, pattern
matching, algebraic identities. Randomized on-line ,,,,.,nrnrnrr"" against various types of adversaries. Algorithmic applicaiions o!
Monte Cado methods in statistical physics, searct1 heurlsilcs in
random walks: approximate counting, 11o!ume and
difference meth-octs, martingales, -::oncenira!Jon
cr>mbinator!ai optimt::ation. Concentralion of
Talagrand's isoperime!ric inequality; applications in
optimization,
the Traveiing Salesman Problem,
longest
spanning tree, minimum cos! matching, longest common
sequence.
Basic background :n combina!olia! a!gorm1rns and discrete

Classical
s.cattering h tbe non.
Jn particular ,t1eir

Prerequisites:
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Si:;-inC ·stnicttm.1s., Dirac operalors, tr1e Se1berg· Witten m:mov(iie
e!emeniary properties of !tie Seiberg-Wlt!eri 1n11aria.n1s.
tiie differential topoiogy. ol 4-maniloi9s (e.g. generalized
oi £!;ymple--chc ,t--f;,an,k,ids; c,;:inneclJ()n 10 l,1-t'!'ltC\"S !t,eo,y
Basic knowledge ot differential gaomelly ol R!emanrnan manifolds
geometry or with functional analysis (Fredholm tneory) will be he!pluL
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GERMANY
European Research Conference On the Psychology
of l\1athematics Education September 19 - October 2, 1995
Haus Ohrbeck near Osnabrueck, Germany.
The cmifi:,rencc was set up to coordinate and
to strengthen the f�uropeau research in the field
of the psychology of mathematics education.
It was organized by Elmar Cohors-Fresenborg
(Osnabriick) and Hartwig Meissner (Munster).
There were 22 research reports and ahout 6
post,ers from about 50 participants from 19 different
countries. Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft had
scholarships for 13 colleagues from middle
and eastern European Countries to participate at
the conference.
Three time slots for discussions were used to
get information about the different research
traditions in Europe, to analyse the European
needs concerning the research field "psychology
of mathematics education" and to develop ideas
to start or to continue European research

cooperations.
There was a broad consensus for European Research
Conferences on Mathematical Education which wiH
deal with teaching and learning mathematics, not.
only concentrated on I.he psychological perspectiw�.
To foster the European cooperation there is a
need for better information concerning "European
Research in Mathematical Education". Professor
Dr.
Elmar Cohors-Fresenborg (University of
Osnabrueck) and Professor Dr. Inge Schwank
(F'orschnngsinstitut fiir Mathematikdidaktik e. V.,
Osnabriick) will establish an information desk
which can be reached by email:
errne@informatik.uni-osnabrueck.de

or

http://www.erme.uni-osnabrueck.de/
Herzliche Griisse ,Elmar Cohors-Fresenborg

Modern Mathematical Methods in Diffraction Theory and its applications
in Engineering
Location: Freudenstadt, Black Forest
Dates: 30 September - 4 October
Organizer Department of Mathematics, Technical University, Arbeitsgruppe 12, Scho gartenstra e 7, 64289
Darmstadt, GERMANY. smallskip Email: passow@mathematik.th.th-darmstadt.de

HUNGARY
European Mathematical Society Summer Schools

I. Algebraic Geometry

The level of the school is roughly that of a second
year Ph.D. course.

Date: 29 July-· 9 August 1996

Prerequisite: Shafareinch: Basic Algebraic Geome
try

Location: Eger (Hungary)
Scientific Organizer: .Janos Kollar (Salt Lake

USA)

ALBERTO CONTE (Italy): Soml::'.
Surfac,)s ,tnd F'ano Tb.reefolds
KOLLAR
tional Varieties

ori

Rational and Noma·

AN DRi\S N!tMETHf (USA): Invariants of Hyper
surface

Deadline for application: 31 March 1996

The lecture series are accompanied by tutorial
sessions in the afternoons
Accommodation and ha.If board for 1.he two week::,;
rn DM 200
is 1waifablr 1tpo n
Local organizer (contact preferred hy c-rnail):
Karoly Bo:roczky1 Jr,
Mat hemat.teal Institute of the
Scim;cns
BudapN,t, Pf. 127., l:1fl4 HUNGAHY
e-mail: carklB',Q!cs.elteJm
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I TALY
NATO ASI on �1icrolocal Analysis and Spectral Theory
23 September - 3 October 1996

II Ciocco, Casteivecchio Pascoli, Lucca, Italy

llaly, 2a
Castdwicchio Pascoli,
h.isr.itute (ASI) will be held in 11
A NATO Advanced
September ·· '.3 Cktober l 996. The scientific
ani L Rodino (Director), B Helffor, B W Schul:te, J
Sjostrand.
The goal of tla� A.SI is to record advances in Microlocal Analysis, with ernphasis on appl.ications COIH.:.erning
spectral theory. New resn1ts on pseudo-differN1tial operatorn, boundary value problems and analytic--Gevrey
theory will he also pn,sented.
The kct1mm, will be B HeHTer, L Rodino, B Schulze, J Sjostrand, G Lebeau, E Buzano, G Grubb, V Ivrii,
P Laubin, 0 Liess, A Ivfartinez, C Parenti, E Schrobe, F I'rebves, G Zampieri.
Living financial support: wiil be available to pre/post-doctoral level attendees from NATO countries and
NATO Cooperation Partner countries. Few Travel grants will also be available.
Applications for participation and support can be submitted before the 15 May 1996, through the
Secretary, M Mascarello, Dipartirnent.o di Matematica, Politecnico di Torino
e-mail: MASCARELLO@polito.it
or Director, L Rodino,
WWW:http://www.polito.it/dipartim/matemati/iniziati/enindex.html
Dipartimento di Matematica, Universita' di Torino, Via C Alberto 10, l-1012a, Torino, Italy.

Centro Internazionale per la
Ricerca Matematica
CIRM (Trento)

Dipartimento di Matematica,
niversita di Trento,
38050 Povo (TN), Italy

u

with the support of
EUROPRO.J and GNSAGA

F irst Announcement-February 96
The above mentioned organizations are sponsoring a school followed by a conference to be held in Trento
Jtaly on September 3-13, 1996 and titled

"Trends in Algebraic Geometry, Applications and Relations with Physics"
The School is scheduled in the period:
September, with arrival date on Tuesday 3.

4--8

The Conference is scheduled in the period: 9-13
September. A welcome session is called at 9 p.m.
of Sunday the 8-th, at Hotel Bellavista-Levico. In
the welcome session the schedule of the conference
will be discussed.
Main lecturers of the school will be: V. Alexe<;v,
who will lecture on Space of M.o(foli of Projectiw,
Varieties
C

\.Valters

who ;:;cill Iecture on

(Torino), B. Dubrovin (Trieste), Y. Kawamata
(Tokyo), Y.I. Manin (Bonn), P. Pirola (Torino),
T. Peternell (Bayreuth), H.. Salvati Manni (Roma),
C. Simpson (Toulouse), A. Vistoli (Bologna), C.
Walters (Nice), J. Wisniewski (Warsaw).
Location: The school/conference will take place
in Levico, a resort near Trento (Italy), at the Hotel
Bella.vista.
Reply: \Ve can provide suppmt for a limited
number of young n!searchers. If you are interested
if yon nef,d more
},fr. A ugw,to
f.. 88050 PO VO

Tutorial a.<:tivitie.s and other seminars on related
topics will he held during the scbool. Many of
the speakers of the follmving list will follow the
,vorks of the school and hence will interad with the

Fa�:. ltaly++46t+J-81fJ629
The

\•. A lexe;;•v
Bdtrametti
Chiantirn
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.M,
L,
Conte

umirnitee consists of:

M, And.reatta
,G, Boloudi (Sassari)

F: .. BaUico (Tt·ento)
E.ma.B:

andniatta or baUico or IH)londit tsci,�nce.unHn .iL
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SClJOLA MATE�1ATICA. INTERUNIVERSITARIA
1096
courseft in. n1a,tlH:J:Intdjc8
wi!l be
of the
Italian .National Research c:01rnci! and MlYH.ST,
at tlw
(ltaly); the
28 and August
The com·ses are directed towards young
to study rnathernatics at a graduate level.
The .list of courses offered is attached. Each
participant is required to choose two courses for a
total of 10 hours a. week of lectures in addition to
problem sessions. Daily attendance is compulsory
Although written tests will be
for
the lecturers, no certification of proficiency
will be issued.
Ten fellowships, of 520.000 Italian lire each, will
be available to foreign participants to help cover
thnir living expenses during the course. All the
participants will be lodged, at no cost, in the Casa
dello Studente. Text books, lecture notes and
photocopies will be provided by the School

-·FUNCTIONAL ;\;\/\.L\'SIS Prof. V. Coti
lJniv.
in
··NCME:RICAL ANALYSIS Prof. Prof. H..
m
ETH
· DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS CW
Prof. A. Donato, Univ. Messina
MATHEMATICAL PHYSICS (iectures in Italian)
··ALGEBRAIC GEOMETRY Lecturer has not yet
confirmed
--DIFFERENTIAL GEOtvIETRY
Prof. F.
Mercuri, Univ. Campin as
(lectures in Italian)
-INTRODUCTION TO PROGRAMMING
AND COMPUTER SCIENCE
Prof. R. Irving, Univ. Glasgow
(lectures in
English)
-PROB.ABII,ITY
Chicago

Prof.P. Billingsley. Univ.
(lectures in English)

-MATHEMATICAL STATISTICS Prof. B. Flury,
Indiana Univ.
(lectures in Italian)

NO TRAVEL EXPENSES WILL BE
REIMBURSED

-ALGEBRAIC TOPOLOGY
Prof. P. Hilton,
SUNY Binghamton
(lectures in English)

Applications should be sent by mail to the following
address

SUMMER COURSE IN MATHEMATICS CORTONA 1996

Professor Graziano GENTILI (address above
Scuola Maternatica lnteruniversitaria
Summer Course in Mathematics
Via S. Marta 1)!/A 50139 - Firenze, Italy
and should reach this address before April 30,
1996. A. selection committee will meet shortly
aftervvards a.nd all foreign applicants will be
notified of the result before .June 20, H)96.
Applications should contain the titles of three
courses the appli.cant would like to attend to
brief curriculurn vi.tae
order of
and a DETAILED CUHRICCUJ},J S'H)DlORUNl
a certificate v?ith the !ist of

;vh ich aH
()oursc shnu..ld 1.)e rnai!f�;d.

t()

1

LIST OF' COlJHSES ··

During Summer 1996 several graduate courses in
mathematics will be held, under the sponsorship
of the National Research Council and MURST, in
Cortona at the Scuola Normale Superiore. The
courses will take place during the periods June 30July 20, 1996, July 21-August 1U and August 11August 24 Hl96.
The courses are directed towards young graduates
who would like to engage in research in one of the
following fields
June 30

20

C0.1v1PLEX ANALYSIS Prof. KL. Stout (lJniv.
- Prof. M. Aba.t.e
- lvi.ATHEMAT!CAL MODELS AND IN\/ERSF
l'ROHLEi,'18 Prof. G UhLrnan 11
.. Prof. l.
t.on l
(Univ
21
··· A.LC;fBRA Prof.
/\. c·�ar.a.nti (t.rr1iv,
··il'!AfHE(v[ATic:.AL FINANCE

c:;ilifr,rnia

EURONEWS

August 11 - August 24
-- DIFFERENTIAL GEOMETRY Prof.
M.
Micallef (Univ. Warwick) - Prof. D. Alekseevski
(Max-Planck-Inst.)

-OPERATIONS RESEARCH -- (in cooperation
with C.LR.O.) Prof. R. Cottle (Stanford Univ.) -

Prof. L.Wolsey (C.O.R.E.,Belgio)

Each participant is required to choose one topic
for a total of 12 hours a week of lectures. In

addition, the participants themselves will be asked
to participate in the problem sessions and in the
seminars that will be organized in the afternoons.

Six fellowships, of the duration of two or three
weeks (each consisting of 85.000 Italian lire per
week) will be available to foreign participants to

help cover their living expenses. The participants
will be lodged at no cost in the Palazzone;

furthermore breakfast and lunch (the latter only
from Monday through Saturday) will be offered by
the organization. The School will also provide texts
books, lecture notes and photocopies.

NO TRAVEL EXPENSES WILL BE
REIMBURSED

Applications for the courses of the first period
should reach this address before April 15, 1996; for
the for second and third period before May 15, 1996.
A selection committee will meet shortly afterwards
and all foreign applicants will be notified of the
result before June 1, 1996.
Applications should contain a BRIEF CURRICU
LUM VITAE and a DETAILED CURRICULUM
STUDIORUM and should indicate which course the
candidate would like to follow. Applicants are re
quested to state if their participations is conditioned
by the allotment of a fellowship.The exact address
to which all correspondence concerning the Summer
courses has to be mailed should be clearly stated.
Information - Programmes and further informa
tion can be found on the WEB page of SMI at the
address:

http://www.iaga.fi.cnr.it/SMI/index.html
or can be obtained by e-mail at:
smi@ds.iaga.fi.cnr.it
Programmes and further information can also be
required by fax at n.
+39-55-475915 or by
mail at the address of the Scuola Matematica
Interuniversitaria (see above)

Applications should be sent by mail to

The Chairman of S.M.I.

(Prof. Graziano Gentili) (address above)

Professor Graziano GENTILI

UK
University of Cambridge
ISAAC NEWTON INSTITUTE FOR MATHEMATICAL SCIENCES
Director: Sir Michael Atiyah, OM, FRS
20 Clarkson Road, Cambridge, CB3
email: i.newton@newton.cam.ac.uk

OEH, U.K.

Tel.

(01223) 335999

Fax:

(01223) 330508

Newton Institute Euroconferences
With

support .from the

CRYPTOGRAPHIC PROTOCOLS
10-13 April 1996
CONSTITUTIVE RELATIONS AND

THEIR APPLICATION

15 ... 19

19H6
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or frorn Midrnd St,ku!la at the Newton fostitute:

OTHER CONFERENCES

*

U.S.A.

3-sphere
directions

First Announcement

NSF-CBMS Conference
N orroal surfaces and decision problems in 3manifolds.
Principal Lecturer:
University of Melbourne.

J.

Hyam

Rubinstein,

Dates: Monday, August 5, 1996 - Friday, August
9, 1996
Location: University of California, Davis

PROGRAM: Prof.
Rubinstein will give a
sequence of ten lectures, two per day.
Topics
include:

* Normal surface theory * Algorithms and Haken
3-manifolds * Heegaard splittings of 3-manifolds.
* Finiteness theorems * Comparing Heegaard
splittings * 3-sphere recognition * Higher index
almost normal surfaces * Group actions on the

The homeomorphism problem

*

New

Other invited speakers:
William H. Jaco
(Oklahoma State University) Abigail Thompson
(UC Davis)
Funding is available for a limited number of
participants.
To apply for support write for
information to the organizer
Joel Hass
Department of Mathematics
University of California
Davis CA 95616-8633, USA

Telephone: (916) 752-1082. Email: hass@math.ucdavis.edu!
Requests for funding are due on April 1, 1996.
Up-to-date conference information and a downloadable application for funding can be found on the
conference webpage:
http://www.math.ucdavis.edu/..vhass/conf.html

SECOND ANNOUNCEMENT
THE FIRST ANNUAL INTERNATIONAL PRESS LECTURES
University of California, Irvine

March 28 -30, 1996

Three Lectures by CLIFFORD
(Harvard University)

Further Information:
H.

TAUBES,

Title: Seiberg-Witten and Gromov Invariants

Additional Speakers: Sir Michael Atiyah (Cam
bridge), Yakov Eliashberg (Stanford), Mikio Fu
ruta (RIMS, Kyoto), Robert Gompf (Texas), Peter
Kronheimer (Harvard), Dusa McDuff (Stonybrook),
Tomasz Mrowka (Cal Tech), Yongbin Ruan (Wis
consin), Zolt.an Szabo (Princeton), Shing-Tung Yau
(Harvard)

This event is sponsored by International Press and
the University of California, Irvine. Organizing
Committee: Ron Stern and Richard Wentworth.
All correspondence should be sent to
IP Lectures

Department of Mathematics

University of California, Irvine

Irvine, CA 92717
Phone: (714) 824-5502

E-mail: ipl@math.uci.edu

---·---·--------

PROBLEM CORNER

Problem Corner

Paul Jainla, Werkvolkstr. JO, D-91126

For reasons "'"'""'"" our control this article has nm been edited in the usual wav.

Quite recently r ve spotted a tender plant in the scanty garden of mathematics contests
and presented it to a greater audience in this place immediately. TI1e then delicate creature
called Vlaamse Wbkunde Olympiade r VWO) is now deep-rooted and has craned his neck
meanwhile. So ifs about time to celebrate a small jubilee. 11ie mathematical pla,,t has
grown to an imposing ten-year-old produce from Flanders. I congratulate the cultivators of
this home-grown product for seeing this delightful planting through difficult times in the
Belgian province. Now that a decade has gone by you can look forward to an active partici
pation of Flanders respective Belgium in the International Mathematical Olympiad (IMO)
and other events. We hope for a continual flourishing ofVWO under the same inspired or
ganisers!
Best wishes for a second decade 1
I'm grateful to Prof. Paul Igodt (Katholieke Universiteit Leuven Campus Kortrijk),
one of them who scattered the seedcom V\VO ten years ago for forwarding to me a booldet
presenting all problems posed at the 9th and lOth Vlnamse Wislamde O(vmpiade together
with an overview ofsome statistics - from which rm going to copy further details. Since the
Flanders Mathematics Ol11upiad came into existence more than 70.000 youngsters enrolled
in hundreds ofFlemish High Schools have participated in a first round each. About 12 per
cent of them were selected for the second stage ( the AHSME multiple choice test). From
this group 70 students on average have met annually for the final test
The primruy aim for organising this contest was to offer attractive mathematical pro
blems to students as well as teachers. Tite figures above are illustrating the keenness to make
progress with this competition and its problems, which from today's point of view, really
a.re considered as an emiclunent to High School mathematics education. Another important
goal has been d1e selection ofa team of Dutch-speaking Belgians attending the ammal IMO.
During the last ten years Belgian IMO-teams scored an increasing success from year to year.
So one can say legitimately the competition has stood the test of time and the demand for it
has been steady.
The organizers express their gratitnde to all who have supported their mission in the
attempt to get Flemish students doing mathematics with fun. More particularly their appre
ciation complies with that universities in Flanders which,. on their cooperation, created on
attractive and challenging scientific level for tl1e competition. The promoters of VWO are
greatly obliged l.o ail members ofthe jury, who prepared and provided the questions for the
first round and the final stage, with utter dedication. Also, they are thankful towards the
hundreds of mathematics teachers who are the local driving forces behind VWO in their
schools. The responsible architects of this Belgian construction won't forget, too, the friend
ly concession ofthe AHSME organizing committee to act as the long am1 of their competi
tion in Flanders. Further, they are also indebted t" the Minister ofEducation who was vitally
encouraging their initiative for extra training sessions 'With regard to IMO
And
a debt of gratitude to all
fmally, the fathers ofVWO are
and the eonduding
among other
Uni�·er:sUmr Centrum. Tiu:
tholieke UniversUeit Leuven

Unlver-sHeii

Univi'rsiteit

�lost of !he
,,•:lse
of VWU have !";1!t:Tl
!1)!d but I.here's
c,f the f·hlu,n.'l<i?
tc v1s�t tht;. r.�.:t.ecubvi:
I ·\v2tnted to '.5�3Y, :Fr()Hl notil on '(t 1s
'·"'''"'·''''"" vm. H·JIERNFL The \/WO·
.:a.n be .found at

�i;;,;�.kufok.ai: t:,.. /VWO!>'WO�'WW html
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And for the sake of completeness we 11 present for statistics-lovers two diagrams sho
wing the distribution of scores onto participants of either rolUlds in 1995. Finally I won't fail
to sen<l my wannest good wishes on to all who contribute to the success of VWO. lhis sort
of competition has served well as a model for otl1er European regions. and God bless you
f<)f helping to keep mathematics as a basic part ofh11man culture by looking for connections
between mathematics and different languages witl1in your ovm country. May the next ten
contests continue to inspire as much thought, debate and interest !

lne problems of tl1e Vlaamse Wislamde O{�mpiade offer always inteUectual fare cheI\.)' and digestible foo<l likewise.Titis shows w1changi11g sense ofmatliematical taste sin
ce it started So I have pinched some tough nuts from the table as an appetizer for more
habitual food Now let us tum to the new problems. They are all taken from the final rounds
1993/94 and 1994/95 respectively.
Q �,) Find all sol11t1011s ! a,b,c) ofthe cquatio11 ! a + ..;---; / + ( b + ,lc )2 = 60 + 20 ,lc
where a,b and c are integers and c s 94.
I
Q 40 Consider tlie real fimctions C, defined by f1 (x) = x and t;, (x) = fn -l (x) - - ,
4
fn1:N.n?2l
fa I Prove tl1at I� 1 x > s t;,_ 1 (x) for all x for which both functions are defined
1b) For each n, detennine all points x in tl1e domain oft;, such tliat t;, (x) = x.

J

Q 41. Four married couples come togetlier for a game ofchess. They draw lots to fonn
four groups oflwo players each. We know:
Beatrice plays against Eddy;
Alice plays against Clara's husband;
Freddy plays against Guy's wife;
Doris plays against Alice·s husband and
Uuy plays against Eddy's wife
Can you conclude with whom Hubert is married? Give a proof ofyour answer.
Q 42. How many real numbers x , I � x � 3, satisfy the following condition:
x2 and x have the same decimal parts. Give a proofofyour answer.
Q 43. Points A ,B,C and D lie on tlie edge ofa circular lake with Radius R, as indicated
in tlie figure. l11e distances between A and C, between A and B both equal 500
meter. The times a swimmer needs to get from D to C, from D to A and from D
lo B witli the same constant velocity are in proportion to l, 5 and 7.
Deterrnine R.

c
500,n

8
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Q 44. 1. Prove that for all n E N and for all et e J 0, 1t [ the equation is satisfied:
(n+ l)a. na
sin--rin,,
2
rinka."" ---"'---
a
sin2
2. Let G(n) be the average length ofthe diagonals of a regular n - gon (n;:: 41,
inscribed in a circle ofradius 1.
Compute lim G(n) .

�

L

In the remaining section we can anticipate lots of solutions to previous questions. So
me nice handli.11.gs have accunmlated. To save space I only \',ill give here solutions to pro
blems presented in the September issue. The other part will be kept for the next Comer.
Roland Johnson, Zurich, has come up with the unravelling ofquestions 28 - 33 on his own.
Q28.

A given parallelogram consists of four congruent
equilateral triangles with sides of length 1 (see figure).
Determine the length of diagonal D.

{5

(A)

(B)

#,

(c)

/i

(E) 3

(D)

Solution: ( c )
We extend the longer sides ofthe parallelogram to fonn a rectangle with dimensions
2

Q29.

l

2

by

(,(�)2(J3)2

2. This has a diagonal oflength � 2
Jj

+

2

= .fi.

Compute the area of the shaded figure supposing all arcs
belong to circles with radius R and A and B are
mutually perpendicular axes of symmetry.

-A

Solution:
One shaded region has area
.1 XYZ - 2 ( segment on XY) =
"" .1 XYZ • 2 ( sector OXY • A OXYJ
""'3 A X"YZ • 2 sector OXY

1

,.)3

1

n:

R:

2
9./3-4n).
- ""
=3 -R ---2·
2
2
2
3
l2
There are 4 such shaded regions in the figure, so that
2
R , ··· 4r.:).
the total area is ··-19-.3
?, I
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Q30.

A rectangular floor is tiled by squares; there are 1274 tiles arranged in one direction and 990 in
the oilier. If one draws a diagonal line on the floor, how many tiles will be cut?
(Only those tiles are counted which are cut by the diagonal in the inner part.)
(A) 1271

(D) 2262

(C) 1613

(B) 1274

(E)

2264

n

Solullon:
Supp()se we have a rectangular region covered by tiles
laid in 111 rows and n columns, where 111 < n wd

111

gcch 111.111 -= I. l11c diagonal has ,,grndicnt" � < l and
does not pass through wy comers except at its endpoints ,:otherwise, for some i < n,
im

"

is an integer i.e n I im, in contradiction to relative primeness ). Since the gradient

H.

is less than I, there are only two possibilities for the diagonal to cross one of the co

J2r

lumns
or
l11e only way to move from one row to a neighbouring row
is by having ail overlap of exactly I tile.
After the first row we require (m-1) overlaps, so that tl1e total number of tiles crossed is
n + Im-I_). NO\v di\ide the given region into four rectangles of 637x 495 tiles; 637 and
49.'i are relatively prime, so a diagonal crosses 637 + ,195 - I = 1131 tiles. The complete
D
diagonal crosses 2 x 1131 = 2262 tiles. so the wswer is ( D).
Q31.

In a square with side of length l one takes one of the diagonals.
From the midpoint m of a side one walks to a point d on the
diagonal from where one returns to the endpoint a of the same
side (not on the diagonal, see figure)
What should be the distance between d and b (t�e other endpoint
of the side), if one wants the sum of the distances

I I

I
I
I

lnuil + Ida I

2
llu'!
�----=-�
.[j_ - jtui

.;;.
ibdl= -3
Q32.

I

I

I
\

1
"'-----L!..'.'m
,_____ a

to be a minimum?

Solution:
Reflect m in the diagonal to produce m'. Then
imdl + ldal = Im' di + ldal and this is minimised
by pi.icing don the line am . ·men t,,, bdm'
I

I

c

m

I

D

m

b

Let n be the natural number consisting of 1991 ones: n
Prove: n is not a prime number.

=

a

111. .. 1.

Solution:
1991 = I I 181, so the Is can be grouped in 18 l sets of eleven digits, wd n is therefore
divi-;ihle hy the natural number co11sisti.t1J? of eleven ones. <111e quotient consists of 181
sequences of ten zeros followed by a I, where the leading zeros in the first sequence
will he dropped by convention to give land 180 sequences each of 10 zeros anda I J.0
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Q33.

Let ABC be an equilateral triangle. Let X denote a point on side AB different from A and
B. One can determine in a unique way points Y and Z such that

• Y l ies on ]BC[

• Z lies on JAC[
• the triangle XYZ is equilateral

I

I:I

I,I

I:I

Determine the rations At"<
BY
XB
YC
triangle XYZ is half the area of triang�e ABC.
Solutlon:By symmetry we have A,1BxY "'

l

6

I

and

I CZ I : I ZA I

if you know the area of

A,1,1�c.

2 .....
'
. ,, l l 2 .
� -l p{c - p) sm .o = - · -c sm B � 6p(c-p)- c �

2

6 2

r

,.,,

c

.,

=E.(

3
±,[j).
6p2_6pc+c2=0 �p= 6c±\1 6 -24c
3
2·6
6
And by symmetry again, these solutions represent the
= (3 - ,J3 )
two possibilities for p and c - p �
: (3 + Jj ) or vice versa.

!AXI : IXBI

0

A

x

Editor's note. One reader, Maurice Bremond. Avignon., has pointed out a misprint on page
34 of the Problem Comer no. 18 (December 1995), for which we apologize. In the last
fraction but one appearing in the solution of Q 17 the numerator should read 4·S instead of
4·s2 . Furthennore M. Bremond has given his backing to Al Kasclli and Thales and he takes
their part against my insolent assessment of the results used to be exotic while solving Q 17.

He writes: A mon avis, Al Ka.schi et Thales ne sont pas plus exotiques que Pythagore; ce
qul pml, par contre, paraitre un peu insollte, c 'est l'emploi un peu intense de, rapports
egaux qu 'un conditionnement quasi universe/ ne fail d'ordinaire employer que pour les
sempitemels partages proportlonnels I
That completes our tile of solutions from the Comer and the space for this issue.
•
Finally, propose problems for which readers will send in solutions. Proposals should,
whenever possible, be accompanied by a solution, references, and other insights which are
likely to be of help for the editor. They can be anything from elementary to advanced, from
easy to difficult. Original problems are particularly sought. So, please submit any interesting
problems you came across, especially those from (problem) books and contests that are not
easily accessible. But other interesting problems may also be acceptable provided they are
not too well known and references are given as to their provenance. I hereby invite my rea
ders to share them with their colleagues and students.
I welcome your input, and especially problem sets and solutions for use !
Paul Jainta, Werkvolkstr. 10, D-91126 Schwabach
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Springer International "Yellow Sale" 31.3.96 - 31.5.96
Already a regular event in the USA, Springe-Verhig is
uow holding its first international Yellow Sale. This will
be available in all countries except (;ermany, Austria,
Switzerland and North and South Ame1ica.
J\nd this is how it works:
For two months only, from the end of March 1,0
:31st,
'96.
are slashing
on a selection c,f some
UO tried-and--tested titles access the whole spectrum. of
Mathema.tks.
Because of the high price reductiom; ( mostly 50% off),
Springer anticipate heavy demand for many titles and
therefore recommend that customers order as soon as
possible to avoid disappointment when titles are out
of stock. PLEASE NOTE: orders will be shipped on
a strictly "first-come first-served" basis. It will not be
possible to reserve books at, the publishers.
The complete Yellow Sale oitalogue will he a,vailable in
participating bookshops from March 3 lst, 19% onw,mls,
complete with details of how to order.
If there is no participating bookshop in your are,i you
can alsci order the catalogue, or the books themselves
directly from Springer:
Spriuger-Verlag, Customer Service,
Heidelberger Platz 3,
D-14197 Berlin, GERMANY
Tel: +49 30 8207 364
Fax: +49 :30 8207 :301
e-mail: orders@springer.de
Alternatively, the Yellow Sale catalogue may also
he downloaded by ftp:
ftp.springer.de directory:
/pub/yellowsale
Complete details of the Yellow Sale are also available via
the World Wide Web, where you will find more detailed
information on ea.eh of the titles offered:
http://www.springer.de/whatsnew
/yellowsale.html

Springer Yellow Sale
31.3.96 - 31.5.96 Partial list of titles
General, Historical & Biographical
M. Artin, H. Kraft, R. Remmert. (Ed.s.)
Duration and Change
Original
D1I 138; 64.50; FF 520
Sale
DM 69; '.12; FF 260
JSBN ::1-.540-57211·7
B. Belhoste

:no

B. Szenassy
of l\,fathemat.ics in Hungary until
the 20th c:cntury
Original price: D1\'1 170; 79.50; FF 64J
Sak price: DM 85; 110; FF 321
ISBN :1-5·1.0-55,197-1
Logic, Foundations and Discrete
Mathematics
S. Brookes, M. Main, A. Melton, M. Mislove,
D. Schmidt (Eds.)
Mathematical Foundations of Programming
Sernantics
Original price: DM 105; 49; FF 396
Sale price: DM 52,50; 24.50; FF 198
ISBN 3-540-55511-0
E. Engeler
Foundations of Mathematics
Original price: DM 78; 36.SO; FF 294
Sale price: DM 39; 18; FF 147
ISBN 3-540-56422-5
P. Hajek, P. Pudlak
Metamathernatics of F irst-Order Arithmetic
Original price: DM 186; 87; FF 701
Sa.le price: DM 93; 4.3.50; FF 351
ISBN 3-540-506:32-2
T. Ibaraki, Y. Inagaki, K. Iwama,
T. Nishizeki, M. Yamashita (Eds.)
Algorithms and Computation
Original price: DM 105; ,19; FF 396
Sale price: DM 52.50; 24.50; FF 198
ISBN :1-540·56279-6
A. Voronkov (Ed.)
Logic Programming
Original price: DM 105; 49; FF 396
Sale price: DM 52.50; 24.50; FF 198
ISBN 3-540-55460-2
Combinatorics
A. Bachem, W. Kern
Linear Progra.mming Duality
Original price: DM 78; ,J6 . .50; FF 294
Sale
IHl 39; 18; FF 147
ISBN .J .. 540.. Sf:417-:!
N.J.A. Slmmc
Lattices .�utd
D:M 132; 61.50; FF 498
DM 66; .H;. FF '.MH
:SHN 3 ,540-97:H2-:l

R. Cooke
'The :&I at.hematic,,

P.
·�·'Esc.e.ll<inca rn:a.tbe.ruatica,
D}1ff :�:8; 1.8; f"-'.F

Original price: DM. 98; 46; FF
Sale price: DM •19; 2::i; FF 185
ISBN 3-540-9fi25ti-5

R. Sdu·a.der
DM 148; Ml; FF 558
J):\l 74: 14.'.)fl; -F§' 279
ISBS ,,-:'i4J,.J81
3
t4.

G.Rdd
Hilhert-Conrant.

··-----------------

J .H.van Lint
Jntrod1JCti.on to
DM 98, ,1(;; Ff'

no
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H. Cohen
A Course in Computational Algebraic Number
Theory
Origina.I price: DM 88; 41; FF 3.32
Sale price: DM 62; 29; FF 234
ISBN 3-540-55640-0
F.Q. Gouvea
p-adic Numbers
Original price: DM 58; 27; FF 219
Sale price: DM 41; .19; FF 155
ISBN 3-540-5G844-l
E. Grosswald
Representations of Integers as Sums of Squares
Original price: DM 178; 83; FF 671
Sale price: D.M 89; 41.50; FF :B6
ISBN 3-540-96126-7
E. Hlawka, J. Schoi engeier, R. Taschner
Geometric and Analytic Number Theory
Original price: DM 56; 26; FF 211
Sale price: D.M 28; 13; FF 106
ISBN 3-540-,52016-3
K. Ireland, M. Rosen
A Classical Introduction to Modern
Number Theory
Original price: DM 79; 37; FF 298
Sale price: DM 55; 26; FF 209
ISBN 3-540-97329-X
A. Ivie
Lectures on Mean Values of the Riemann
Zeta Function
Original price: DM 42; 19.50; FF 159
Sale price: DM 21; 10; FF 80
ISBN 3-540-54,748-7
A.A. Karatsuba
Basic Analytic Number Theory
Original price: DM 164; 76.50; FF 618
Sale price: DM 82; 38; FF 309
ISBN 3-540-53345-1
S.Lang
Number Theory III
Original price: DM 148; 69; FF .558
Sale price: DM 74; 34.50; FF 279
ISBN 3-540-5:!004-5 *
*Offer not valid for Taiwan
T. Miyake
Modular Forms
OriginaJ price: DM 148; 69; FF 558
Sale
D:M 74; 3·1.50; FF 279
ISBN 3-540-50268-8
W. N arkfowicz
of

Sale price: DM 49; 23; FF 185
ISBN 3-540-50629-2
Geometry and Topology
R. Benedetti, C. Petronio
Lectures on Hyperbolic Geometry
Original price: DM 50; 23.50; FF; 1.89
Sale price: DM 25; l 2; FF 95
ISBN 3-540-55534-X
Y.D. Burago, V.A. Zalgaller (Eds.)
Geometry III
Original price: DM 148; 69; FF 558
Sale price: DM 74; 34.50; FF 279
ISBN 3--540-53377-X *
*Offer not valid for Taiwan
G. Caglioti
The Dynamics of Ambiguity
Original price: DM 114; 53.50; FF 430
Sale price: D.M 57; 27; FF 217
ISBN 3-540-52020-1
T.E. Cecil
Lie Sphere Geometry
Original price: DM .56; 26; FF 211
Sale price: DM 28; 13; FF 106
ISBN 3-540-97747-3
L.S. Charlap
Bieberbach Groups and F lat Manifolds
Original price: DM 96; 45; FF 362
Sale price: DM 48; 22.50; FF 181
ISBN 3-540-96395-2
I. Chavel, H.M. Farkas (Eds.)
Differential Geometry and Complex Analysis
Original price: DM 124.; 58; FF 468
Sale price: DM 62; 29; FF 234
ISBN 3-S40-13543-X
P. Dazord, A. Weinstein (Eds.)
Symplectic Geometry, Groupoids, and
Integrable Systems
Original price: DM 102; 4 7..50; FF 385
Sale price: DM 51; 24; FF 193
ISBN 3-540-97526-8
A. Dimca
Singularities and Topology of Hypersurfaces
Original price: DM 136; 63.50; FF 513
Sale price: DM 68; 32; FF 257
ISBN 3-540-97709-0
S. Gallot, D. Hulin, J.Lafontaine
Riemannian Geometry
Original price: DM 50; 23 50; FF 189
Sale
DM 35; HL':\O; FF J32
ISBN 3-540-,52401-0
R. Hartshorne
11; FF J:12
1?1J' 23·1
1

D.M 170. 79 50: FF (Al
DM 85; 40.; FF :J21
ISBN :;-540-51250-ll
I.R, Shafarev.ich
!]

ISBN J-1W90244-9
L H�ir:rnan
'The ti sc of

(;t�ome.::t ry· in

DM ::Hl; l
1'::"'.:, JJ .N ;·5_. E.,:lff ::). ;� :186·· 9*
*Oller not v11lid for Tai'lv,rn
C.L.
Lech1reH on {be
of N nrn bers
Original
DM 98; ·Hi; FF :HO

··-------·------

FF VP
l·l

ISBN 3-540-90552-9
I. Kolar, P.W. Michor, J. Slovak
Natural Operations in Differential Geometry
Original price: DM 138; 64.50; FF 520
Sak price: Dl'vl fi9; 32; FF 2GO
ISBN 3-540-56235-4
P. Orlik, H. Terao
Arrangements of Hyperplanes
Original price: D.M 128: 60: FF 4in
Sale price: DM. 6·1; 30; FF 24:L
JSBN 3-540-;)5259-G
K.P. Rybakowski
The Homotopy Index and Partia.l Differential
Equations
Original price: DM 86; 40; FF J'M
Sale price: D.11.f 43; 20; FF Hi2
ISBN 3-540-18067-2
Algebra
W.A. Adkins, S.H. Weintraub
Algebra
Original price: DM 92; 43; FF 347
Sale price: DM 46; 21.50; FF 174
ISBN 3-540-97839-9

Algebra VIII
Hepresentatious of Finite-Dimensional
Algebras
Original price: DM 118; 69; FF 558
Sale price: DM 74; ,M.50: FF 279
ISBN '.{-540-537:{2-5 *
*Offer noi val.id for Taiwan
H. Lange, C. Birkenhake
Complex Abelian Varieties
Original price: DM I 58; H; FF S•H3
Sale price: DM 79; :17; FF 298
ISBN 3-540-5·17'17-9
J.-L. Loday
Cyclic Homology
Original price: DM 205; 96; FF 773
:,ale price: DM Hl2.50; 48; FF 387
ISBN 3-540-53'.B9-7
S. Montgomery, L. Small (Eds.)
Noncornmutative Rings
Original price: DM 86; 40; FF :J24
Sale price: DM 43; 20; FF 162
ISBN 3-540-97704-X

F.W. Anderson, K.R. Fuller
Rings and Categories of Modules
Original price: DM 114; 53.50; FF 430
Sale price: DM 57; 27; FF 215
ISBN 3-540-97845-3

A.L. Onishchik (Ed.)
Lie Gronps and Lie Algebras I
Original price: DM 148; 69; FF 558
Sale price: DM 74; 34.50; FF 279
ISBN 3-540-18697-2*
*Offer not valid for Taiwan

T. Becker, V. Weispfennig
Gr-bner Bases
Original price: DM 98; 46; FF 370
Sale price: DM 69; 32; FF 260
ISBN 3-540-9797l-9

S. Roman
Coding and Information Theory
Original price: DM 114; 53.50; FF 430
Sale price: DM 57; 27; FF 215
ISBN 3-540-97812-7

N. Bourbaki
Elements of Mathematics
Original price: DM 205; 96; FF 773
Sale p.rice: DM 102.50; 48; FF 387
ISDN 3-540-19375-8

.T-P. Serre
Lie Algebras and Lie Groups
Original price: DM 44; 20.50; FF 166
Sale price: DM 22; 10; FF 83
ISBN 3-540··55008-9

M. Dehn
Papers on Group Theory and Topology
Original price: DM 20; 9.50; FF 76
Sale price: DM lO; 5; FF 38
ISBN 3- 540-96416-9

.J. H. Silverman, .T. Tate
Rational Points on Elliptic Curves
Original price: DM 61; 28.50; FF 230
Sale price: DM 43; 20; FF 162
ISBN 3-510-97825-9

D. Husemoller
Lectures on Cyclic Homology
Original price: DM 38; 18; FF 144
Sale price: DM 19; 9; FF 72
ISBN 3-54tl--546G7·7
G.R. Kempf
Complex AheJian Varieties a.nd Theta
Fundiom,
DM. 5G; 2(j; ff 211
Sale
DM 28; l:!.; I'F 106
ISBN a-Id0-5'.H68-3
A.I. Kofltrikin, I.R. Slrnfarevich

J

S. Axler, P. Bourdon, W. Ramey
Harmonic Function Theory
Original price: DM �lO; 42; FF :339
Sale price: DM 45; 21; FF 170
ISBN 3·5'10·97875-5
\V. Barth, R. Nara,;imlum (Eds.)
Several Complex 'hriables VI
rn1 H8: 69: FF 5f.t8
S:Je
JH1 74; a-1 . .e;o, FF 2rn
ISBN J--540-ii2788-li ..
*Offer not Yalid for Taiwan
.J. Bliedtner, \V. Hansen

D�11l 148; 69; FF 'i58
J)�{ 71 ) 34.50; FF '.!J79
fSHN l-·fA0-17:JGf .. f:,*
H
lH,if H>i, GJ; FF G,,&
DM ">l: ,!4.SO; FF :mi
ISBN a-:'.40-18177-li *

·-----··

Analysis

U::W !18; 16; FF 37n
D!vl 49; :.n; Fr HIS
1SH!li '.t-fiMl-1 n.'Hif:-1
N. Bourbaki
Elt�n.r.cn.lit.; ':'Jf tvl:., thcn11.1,t,ir..�
DM .! :n; 89,SO; FF 7'21
DM :Jti; .:FI: Ff :.1i:.;2

- -------------------·------·----·------··-------
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ISBN 3-540-13627-4
R. Courant, F. John
Introduction to Calculus and Analysis
Original price: DM 158; 74; FF 596
Sale price: DM 79; 37; Ff 298
ISBN 3-540-97152-1
U. Dierkes, S. Hildebrandt., A. Koster,
0. Wohlrab
Minima.I Surfaces I
Original pri,e: DM 168; 78.50; FF 633
Sale price: OM 84; 39; FF :n7
ISBN 3-540-53169-6
Mininial Surfaces II
Boundary Regularity
Original price: DM 194; 90.50; FF 731
Sale price: DM 97; 45; FF 366
ISBN 3-540-53170-X
J.L. Dooh
Measure Theory
Original price: DM 88; 41; FF 332
Sale price: DM 62; 29; FF 234
ISBN 3-540-94055-3
Dynamics Reported. New Series
Expositions in Dynamical Systems
Original price: DM 108; 50 ..50; FF 407
Sale price: DM .54; 25; FF 204
ISBN 3-540-56409-8
Volume 3
Original price: D:tvl Hi4; 76.i'iO; FF fi18
Sale price: DM 82; 38; FF 309
ISBN 3-540-56727-5
Y.V. Egorov, M.A. Shubin (Eds.)
Partial Differenti;iJ Equations IV
Original price: DM J48; G9; FF fi58
Sa.le price: DM 74; 34.50; FF :279
ISBN 3-540-53363-X *
*Offer not vaJid for Taiwan
M. Enock . .l .-M. Schwartz
Kac Algebras and Duality of Locally C ompact
Groups
Original price: DM 164; 76.50; FF 618
Sak price: DM 82: 38; FF 309
ISBN 3-.540-54745-2
R.V. Gamkrelidze (Ed.)
Analysis l
Original price: DM 148; 69; FF 5-58
Sale priu": fi:M: 74; 34.liH; FF 2T!!
ISBN :!-ti40-1'�00&--1 "'
*Off,,1 not. v,t!id for Taiwan
A. Gardinm"
Infinitf, Processes
DM
tf: FF
D\I 4q, ;;3, FF u,;s
!.S.B]�J :J .. ,,) 1lO.·HOtJO[:t�]

s.

:no

Harmonic
prfce'. I1'.Vi J82: g5_ FF fign
DM 9!: -1'.U',0, FF ]4.:,
JSB
J .K. .Ela!"'. H. Koc.a_k
and Bifor.:,di,:,n;;
D:!'.ll 89; 41.!'.,0; F"F :Bn
FF '.!:H

L. Hirmander
The Analysis of Linear Partial Differential
Operators I
Original price: DM 84; 39.50; FF 317
Sale price: DM 42; 20 FF 159
ISBN 3-540-52:cMJ-X
V.P. Khavin, N.K. Nikol kij (Eds.)
Commutative Harmonic Analysis 1
Original price: DM 148; 69; FF 558
Sale price: DM 74; 34.50; FF 279
ISBN a-540-18180-6*
*Offer not valid for Taiwan
J. Marsden, A. We.instein
Calculus III
Original price: DM 39; 18; FF 147
Sale price: DM 18; 9; FF 68
ISBN 3-540-90985-0
N.K. Nikol kij (Ed.)
Functional Analysis I
Original price: DM 148; 69; FF 558
Sale price: DM 57; 34.50; FF 279
ISBN 3-540-50584-9 *
*Offer not valid for Taiwan
H.-0. Peitgen, H. Jurgens, D. Saupe
Chaos and Fractals
Original price: DM 114; 33; FF 430
SaJe price: DM 80; 23; FF :rn2
ISBN :J-540-97903-4
C. Pommerenke
Boundary Behaviour of Conformal Maps
Original price: OM 108; 50.50; FF 407
Sale price: DM 54; 25; FF 204
ISBN 3-540 54751-7
M.H. Protter, C.B.Jr. Morrey
A First Course in Real Analysis
Original price: DM 90; 42; FF 339
Sale price: DM 45; 21; FF 170
ISBN 3-540-!17437-7
J. Rauch
Partial Differential Equations
Original price: DM 92; 43; FF 347
Sale price: DM 16; 21.50; FF 174
ISBN 3-5·10-97472-5
M. Renardy, R.C. Rogers
An Introduction to Partial Differential
Equations
Original price: DM. 74; :J4.50; FF 279
S,ile
DM 52; 2·1; FF 196
ISBN :i-040--97%2·-;:
bf F. Verhulst
�:onlinear DifferenliaJ
an.d
fF (V;
l.7
Compui.ational MathernatlcR
E,L. Allgower, K. Georg
}J t1111cri(.a1 (';vrd:inna,tion ·;\1 ethods
72; FF r;s1
I}f\11' !
DM 77: JG; FT '.::!JO
ISBN l-r40-12760-7

DM H'.1; 67; FF 'i:-rn
Sale price: DM 71.50; J,1 . 50; FF 270
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ISBN 3-540-97901-8
W. Hackbusch
Elliptic Differential Equations
Original price: DM 148; 69; FF 558
Sale price: DM 74; 69; FF 279
ISBN 3-540-54822-X
R.D. Jenks, R.S. Sutor
AXIOM
Original price: DM 98; 46; FF 370
SaJe price: DM. 49; 23; FF 185
ISBN 3-.540-97855-0
G. Nurnberger
Approximation by Spline Functions
Original price: DM 92; 43; FF 347
Sale price: DM. 46; 21.50; FF 174
ISBN a-540-51618-2
bf J.P. Ponte, J.F. Mafos, .J.M. Matos,
D. Fernandes (Eds.)
:Mat,hematical Problem
and New
Information Technologies
DM 136; 63.SO; FF 5L"l
DM 68; 32; FF 257
fSBN 3-540--55B5-0
Introduction to Shape
price: D:M 148; 69; FF 553
DM 74; 34.f,O; FF 279
ISBN J.. s,I0-5417'7-2
0. Watanabe (Ed.)
n!,·no,1Y,n·cnr Complexity and
Complexity
Origin,Ll price: DM 56; 2G; FF 211
Sale price: DM 28; 13; FF 106
ISBN 3-5·10-558'10--3
R.E. Zippel (Ed.)
Computer Algebra and Parallelism
Original price: DM ,i_J; 20; FF 1G2
SaJe price: DM 21.50; 10; FF 81
ISBN 3-.540-55328-2
Applications
A.J. Cho:rin, .1.E. Marsden
A Mathematical Introduction to F luid
M.echanics
Original price: DM 134; 30; FF 24.2
Sale price: DM 45; 2 l: FF 170
ISBN 3-.5·10-97918-2
P Grisvard
\r::.d.n�::: Pt·ob]ern.s
70: 35 .. f}O; F.F 287

()n t:he EV-()lution of Ph:;.se :Bo11:ni:Ja.:r:ie8
I)J\-1: B.l� ::tB; F
· r
:.'iJ
rn;

FF :Vil

ISBN a-540-97910-7
H.J. Kushner, P.G. Dupuis
Numerica1 Methods for Stochastic Control
Problems in Continuous
Time
Original price: DM 102; 47.50; FF 385
Sale price: DM 51; 23.50; FF 1.93
ISBN 3-540-97834-8
O.A. La.dyzhenskaya
The Boundary-Value Problems of
Mathematical Physics
Original price: DM 226; J05.50; FF 852
Sale price: fftvl 11:3; 53; FF 426
ISBN 3-540-90989-3
R.. McGehee, K.R. Meyer (Eds.)
Twist Mappings and Their Applications
Original price: DM 81; 38; FF 306
Sale price: DM 40.50; 19; FF 153
ISBN 3-510-97858-5
K.R; Meyer, G.R. Hal l
Introdnction to HamiJt.onian Dynamical
and the N-Body
Problem.
Original price: DM 114; s:t50; FF 130
Sak price: DM .57; 27; FF 215
ISBN 3-540-97637-X
J.K. Strayer
Linear Prngramming and fts Applications
Original price: DM UO; 51.50: FF 415
Sale price: DM 55; 26; FF 208
ISBN 3-540-96930-6
Probability
D. Aldous
Probability Approximations via the Poisson
Clumping Heuristic
Original price: DM 116; 54; FF 437
Sale price: DM 58; 27; FF 219
ISBN 3-540-96899-7
A.A. Borovkov
Stochastic Processes in Queueing Theory
Original price: DM 136; 63.50; FF 51.3
Sale price: DM 68; 32; FF 257
ISBN 3-540-90161-2
S. Cambanis, .LK. Ghosh, R.L. Karantlikar,
P.K. Sen (Eds.)
Stochastic Processes
Originai price: D]'v1 HJ8; 50.50; FF 407
S;il"'
DM 54; 2fi; FF 201
ISBN J-'.i-'!0-9792 l. 2
M .. Ernex-y
Stochastic ('.aJcu.Los in �if a..11ifold.s
price: J.)JVl r:io; 2>\,50; Ff,' 18!:1
D:h1f '2Fl; i2; .FF 9fi
3-54.{). . .[} 1664,�6
Z,·M. Ma. :M., :Hiickner
intrndnction to the
()[
Dirichkt Fonns
[)I\it CS� 32:. FF .i!.:J7
S,,.k price: DM 3·1, Hi, Ft' I'.?::l
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BRIEF REVIEWS
Edited by Ii:cm Nduka and Vladimfr So1dek_ Booh ,mbmitted for review should be $f1lt to the followmy r11id1'f:8s: Ivan
JVetuka, MU{:A-, Sokolou3ka 8;!, 181J 00 Praha 8. Ozcch ffopublic.
C.Moegliu . .J .L.\¥aldspurger: Spectral Decom
position tmd Eisenstein Series, Cambridge Tract"
.in Ma.t.,hematics, vol. LU, C1,mbridg;c., Univ,;n,ity Pr('ss,
Cambridge, 199C., xxvii+:n8 pp., CBP G0,00. ISBN 0521-41893-3
Automorphic forms on rfdnctive gronps arc at the cent,rn
of contemporary number theory and representation
theory. The hook under reoview treat, one of the
foundational aspects of anaJytic t.hcory of ax1tomorphic:
forms the de,:ompm,ition of the space L 2 (C'(Q) \ G(A))
for a rednct.ive group G over Q and i Ls n,utral
(extension G (as well as a function-field version). The
authors aim wa.s to present a detailed contemporary
treatment of Langland's theory of Eisenstein series and
its applications to the above decomposition. They
cover a lot of background material 011 general theory
of automorphic forms to make t.he book reasonably
self-contained. The result is a superb introduction
to analytic theory of automorphic formB, heartily
recommended to all graduate students and researchers
involved in Langland's program. (.iuek)
K.Godel: Collected Works. Volume III. Un
published Essays and Lectures.
Edited by
S.Feferman, London Mathematical Society Lecture
Note Series, vol.222, Oxford University Press, Oxford,
1995, xvii+532 pp., GBP 45.00, ISBN 0--195-072155--3
This book is the third part of the series devoted to
Kurt Godel's works. It concerns unpublished essays and
lectures. Elaborations on the material was provided by
a group led by Solomon Feferman, as in the two previous
volumes. This third volume has the same structure as
the previous ones. Every part begins with notes on the
theme, followed by original work (on one side in German
and the English translation on the other side - when
written in German). The book finishes with a rich list
of references. The book (together with the previous two
volumes) is a wonderful source of information concerning
the work of Kurt Godel - an outstanding logician of our
century. It is very good that the members of the edit.orial
group have found enough time and energy to create this
work. (cuk)
A.A.Kirilov (Ed.); Representat,fon Them·y .and
Noncommut.ative Hal'monic Analysis I,
dopaedia of Mathematical
,1 0] 22,
DM 1..18 00, TSBN

pad:1 of
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condensed.
Tlw most imporl,ant fca.tm·es can lw
clearly seen without being burried in r.nany details .
Proofs of many theorems art outlined, their main
points arc sl.ressed a11d details can be (with wme
effort.) recon�trncted. A short: account of the history
of harmonic analysis al the begin11ing gives an
impmta.nt gener;tl orientation in the 1-ubject..
The
main
discu:,>ied a.r<c the !Ju,oi:y of reprcrw_nl.a1,ion:s
of finite gronps, finit.e,dimensional representations of
Lie groups, infinite-dirnen:;.ional unitary rcpresenta.tionc:.
The last long chaptN describes t.hc orbit method
in representa.tion theory_
The second part. trea,i.s
represent.at.ions of Virasoro and affine Lie a1gehras.
This is a very important new topic iuspircd by
theoretical physics. The field is far from being finished
and the author covers the different approches that
presently exist. Several importa.nt constructions of such
represent.ions are discussed in the main Lext, tlicn, are
also appendices describing some complementary facts.
The theory of characters and applications to the theory
of integrable sy&tems are not discussed here. The book
is very valuable and can be warmly recommended to
interested audience. ( vs)
M.Senechal: Quasicrystals and Geometry, Cam
bridge University Press, Cambridge, 1995, xv+286 pp.,
GBP 40.00, ISBN 0-521-37259-3
This is the first book giving a self contained exposition
of this new and fascinating subject. It is directed both to
mathematicians and physicists working in the field ·- or
to those merely having an interest in the subject. The
mathematica.l prerequisities needed to understand the
book are rednced to a minimum, making it accesssible
also to nonspecia1ists. The book covers a wide range
of subjects, starting with a nice historical introduct.ion,
continuing with the exposition of lattices, Voronoi cells,
explaining the projection method of construction of
quasicrystals, and giving a comprehensive treatment of
the elements of diffraction geometry. Further there is
a chapt.er on one-dimensional problems, a chapter on
basic concepts of tiling theory, a chapter on Penrose
tilings (including the matching rule&, p<'nta.grids and
projection method). Then the chapter ·'Aperiodic Zoo"
of
The books
another
ends with 11. r:o11ection of useful compntET programs
a,nd with an
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w
· ith bound,Hy. d:iffcn,ntial forms and their integral.ion,
de Rham <'ohomology) are ir.trndaccd l.n !.ht, first
7?\ pages. The
is ;,hor(., clear a..Jtd very
rea.dahk. munerous interc;;ti 11g exercises and example,;
,ire: at.t,ached to every chap1n, i,herc arc en011gh picture;;
to help die irna.gir,a.ti,m to 1rndcrnt-,;nd th,• 110tiom,
i:k:;,cxibed. Th.e secmv.l part of th(� book treats the
differential geom,·.try of surfa.ceB. E. (}ad.au's mdalwd of
framco< is intrndaced and us,-:d for the
of lrnm(':rH,d surfo.ces and the intrinsic µ;,:omdry of
�u1faces. 'Thf.· fin;d ch,ipter preseui& a. proof, duE· to
S.S. Chern, of the Ganss-Bmrnei l.fo::orem for compact
:;urfa('eS. H is a
to n"a.d the book. It can be
warmly recommended t,0 students willing to learn the
subjed. as well a.s to teachers as a text. houk for their
lccturics. (vs)
I.Vaisman:
Lectur(is on the Geometry of
Poisson l\!Ianifolds, Progress in Mathema.tics, vol.118,
Birkhii.user Verlag, Basel, 19£l4, vi+205 pp., sFr 78.00,
lSBN 3-76-1-a50Hi-4, ISBN 0-817-G.5016-4
The book is devoted to the study of properties of Poisson
rn11nifolds, i.e. manifolds with a dist.iuguished space of
functions endowt,d with the structure of Poisson algebra..
To read the book, a. certain a.mount of knowledge about
t.he t.heory of sym plect.ic manifolds is necessary. The
book begins with a definition of the Schouten-Nijenhuis
bracket., a description of its properties. t.he Koszul
formula for generalized divergence and its applications.
The main part of the book describes the theory of
Poisson manifolds. It includes a description of the
symplectic foliation, a study of the differential calculus
of forms, Poisson cohornology and homology, and an
introduction to quant.izat.ion of Poisson manifolds. An
action of a. Lie group on a. Poisson manifold (an extension
of the action in symplectic geometry) is studied, several
realiia.t.ions of Poisson ma.nifolds a.s locaJ symplectic
realization, isotropic realizat.ions and reaJization;; by
symplectic gronpoids are described. At the end of
the hook, Poisson-Lie groups are introduced ,tnd their
Lie algebras are studied. The role of solutions of
the important Ya.ug-Baxt.er eqnations on Lie algebras
in constructions of Poisson structures is discussed.
Moreover. a brief introduction to the aC-tions of Poisson
Lie group on Poisson manifold is given there. lvfa.ny
examples and interestin!!, comments make the book very
n,adabk. T'he book is a. nice introduction into t.he
of Poi;;son structures and ca.n be recomrnended
to rnrd.!H-;,.rna:Jici;uj--; as \.VeH a...c; t.o
th-:::
Vm·i
Dlffonmi.i,l.l
f>f f,f1athen1atic�J Sc1-::1J1Cf'S., vnl.S·4..
1n9a, 'J86 p;)�,I J)1\.1 144.0�) 1 i��·B.N '{-·540-D4,4f:Jn.B�
ISB\ G�.:J87·-544f,.1-8
1

Fourier integral representation for soit1t.ions of linear
PDEs with con;;t.a.nt codficiE·n1..', and il.f,
·rhe List twu
to tbe ca;;e nf cm1voiution
chaph�rs discnss Uie role of rnnltidimem:i(mal rc·i'idw"s
in the Uwoiy aud ;;ome topics from /\.lgcbn1.i<:
created
Sate,. Ka.�hiwa.rn, ,w.d. l<awa.i. There is ,t ver_y
'I'la: secDnd
vaiuabl(• and
pa.rt (G . .\!.Khcnkin, R,G. Novikov) pn:,scnts vm:iouc:
forms of t.ht, Hadon-Penrost, tranform which expres8<':ii
Ya.n.,;-Mill� fidds on cnmplexilied 'Minkowski spao· m
terms of ho!ornorphic data on the space of
1111.!l lin<"s (i.l1e ,tmbitwistor sp,1<:t: !- Th(; a11tliorn disn1sF
afao a connection with the Faddet.,v,,typc scattering
data. and an in t.erpre!.at.ion of Yang- '.\if ills fidtls a.s a
compa.t.ibilit.y conditiou for suitable linear equationfi.
Th1c: classical Penrose transform on the twist.or sp,Ke (i.e.
on the set. of t.he so called tY-planes) is not discussed
here. The last. part considers basic mathernatiutl re�ult.s
developed in connect.in with string theory
a recent.
hot topic of particle physics. To compute va.cuurn
expectation values in string theory, it is necessary to
understand deterrnina.nt.s of Cauchy-Iliema.nn operators
moduli sp,tn:s of Riemann surfaces (i.e. Tcichmiiller
spaces), to cakula.te the Mumford measure and it
expression in terms of t.heta.-fnnct.ions. The relevant
result.s are discussed here in the case of the theory of
closed strings (superstrings a.re not considered). As
usual, t.he book brings an overview and expla.na.tion
of results, not their proofs. The book can be very
much recommended as a source of condensed infonna(,ion
on the topics discussed ,rnd would be very useful for
anybody inten,sted in the subject.. ( vs)
A.Etheridge (Ed.): Stochaistic Partial Diff'eren
tial Equations, London �fathematica.l Society Lecture
Note Series, vol.'216, Cambridge llniversity Press, Cam
bridge, 1995, x+337 pp., GBP 24.95, ISBN o,,521-483190
The proceedings under review comprise 19 articles
contributed by t,he participants of a workshop on
stochastic partial differential equations (SPDE's) that
was held at the University of Edinburgh in March
1994. SPDE's seem to be still generally viewed as it
rather exdusive topic, but these proceedings, a.ddressing
many less traditional models, show that they appear
quite naturaJly iu rnany problems of mall1ematica! 01
of today's tlwory of
physical
papers on measmE-
valued proce�&e:,, artsut�� .i.n T. he ,it ud,v of
find, howt ver.
"Y�tems of
r.Hn1+0.tand:-:trr!
of Iv!:itrktiv y:.•rof.('.S�f.\S vli,
a. lHdf of tb..t'-.: contnl°)ati.ui:t�, .;ire
-du-:-ir a.uU1.ur�." r•:�(·eur, a.<:bicYcnH;ntR i.n a, "n( rr-t ..
t(�ChH.i(a, ' wa:v,
f

InHniti•

Elmwmt
]99)\ 209 pp.,
·�·Hi.00, TSI}N a. 5:.:.fi .. ()6,6]i)... r;., 1SHN 7-Jif] .. Jf/781 ,-8
wluch
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in 1992 a.nd contained result;; obL,focd before 1989.
111 this present En.G:;lish w:rsion imi:riy ,mpplemen1.s to
Uw Chirws<-: edition haw) been i11du<kd. Th,,' hook
on tJi.,,
ltm of the ir,fotif.f'
begins with a
(·i.i1:�nt.ent inethod. T'o Jead thi0- 1�;.1.rt
Peed�
The
�B ;:-,'i1c solution of the
] n thf: 1.:·;{terior
T'he
exterior i� subdivided into ilJJnu.!a·r
a sequence
polygon
of 11/'omel
and t,ht>s{: annuli are then fort It er :::11bdivided. The
resuhirig variation cquationfi take the fonn of a block
tridiagonal Toeplitz matrix. ·ih:1.rious efiicif'nt. met.hods
are described for solving such. systems of equations, The
following discussions are devoted to the infinite element
met.hod for the t.luee dimensiom1l exterior problems of
the Laplace equation, corner problems, the problem of
plane strain, exterior Stohs problems, boundary value
problems for the biharmonic equation, the Helmholt,1
equation, elliptic equal.ions with variable coefficients,
pa.ra.bolic cq1iations and varia.tiona.l inequalities. Som<·
examples showing the effect of the infinite element
m.ethod a.J'f· collected in Chapter ·L
Convergence
theorems ctre presented in Cha.pkr :t and to read
this chapter one needs :fur!her knowledge (e.g. l{;,to··s
perturbation
for linear opE'ral.ors). The author
proves that the rate of convergence of t.he infinite
method for singular solutions is the same a.R that of the
finite element method for smooth solutions, sometimes
-even higher. .Applying Ka.to's perturbation theory, the
a.nth.or's results show 1,hat t.he in!tnite element method
is a natural approach for solving singularities. The
iufinit.e dement method
wherevet applicable, an
dega.nt and efficient approach for solving problems in
physics ,rnd engineering. The hook makes ii. available 1.o
the comrmmity of numericaJ a.nalyst.8 and computational
scientists. (kn)
P.Straffin (Ed.):
Applications of Calculus.
Resonrcrn for Calculus Collection, volume 3,
M AA �fotes a.nd Report Series, �umber 29, The
.I.Iat.hematical Association of America, Washington,
D.C., 199;3, xiv..t..'.lt2 pp., JSBN 0-883-85085-0
This volnrnt· of the MAA Notes is a collect.ion of 18
examples of applications of calculus. The applic;.tions
are very dinm,e, a reader can find a.pplic.at.ions from
medicine. computer scifl1ce etc
.:lu.d
Fa.eh n1of.hdc Bt:a.rts ''"'"lth ri concr<.de
b.:1/�f;d on tbl'.::
a Roh1tion to U:H·'
id_eas oJ calcH l u�;. 'I'he })ook cont .etins 3., (:urti(nlarn of
calculus a..nnot,��A:d ·vvit.h a.n indicatior1 vvhc:e
(nfGrrna.tion on
b·e us(�il.
n1odT1k., too.
a,

'"fh.c tf·xt of ,0 :i,:::t; rnod.:.d.� 1s not
but ,:;xf�.rc�f�f:s
;.,)f BGJutinn.� nf

solution� of th.es� ?xr:rcise� "�.an bt' fou.nd. :Each .rnodn.ic
C{).nt.;iins rf.fr.:::re-c;ct'�, 'J'h.f.-.
di�(ussed. in th,.::

.:,1 nden l haJ, (..nJculaf i�- ver.y w.�f:fu.l ·rherr·fu.rc dtr.:: h1.:iok
lH rr:.::nn.:n1l(:ndcd tc, a.H t,;cachf-t:,J of ·:;a\:nlur::.
P.Pin&chko,
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1(.Br.od:

Bifurkation uud Chaotische Systonw, Angewa.n<lte
\fathematik, Friedrich Vieweg k Sohn.
Hl\)ti, viii+2::U pp .. DM .l8.00, ISBN 3-&28-0il,'560- S
Thi., book i_� an \ntrndnction 1.n the
dilfrnrnti ,;J
'The ma.m ideas (iik,,, centre nrn.nirolds. 1wrma.l
forms. s1,rndura!
local arnl
biforcalio!isr
a.re
dt:mon>'i'.rai.ed on weH dwsen iilmst.rai.ivc exarnple,L The
choice of materia.l i" sHnifar to the book of S:i'Viggins,
fotrodt1ction to /.,ppiied Nonline,u Dynamicai System;,
and Cha.o;, (Springer l990) which is more advanced.
(.imil)
Sun-Joo Shin: The Logical Status of' Diagrams,
Cambridge University Press, Cambridge, Hl95. xi+19T
pp., C:BP 24.95, ISBN 0-521-46157--X
In this book the author investigates Venn diagnms a.nd
similar t.opics. A formal mathematica.l theory is created
from this. Syatax and semantics a.re introduced and
completeness is proved (the sernant.ical inference i= and
the synt.a.cticaJ inference i-- are proved to be equivalent).
This work is done in order to raise this branch of
ma.th<cmatics to a correct mathcrn1ttica! theor.v. (The
resull.s of which need not be jw,tificaied using first order
logic.) The great advantage of visual representation is
strcBsed. The equivalence with first order monadic logic
is proved. But some disadvantages a.re mentioned and
discussed, t.oo. The history is described a.nd related
literature is referred to. In the whole book [ was unable
t.o find a note about the basic disadvantage of this branch
- the geometrical restrictions. All the examples in the
book use at. most t.hree closed curves (having convex
interior). For this reason I still prefer first order logic
(l:uk)
A.Katok, B.Hasselblatt: Introduction to the
Modern Theory of Dynamical Sy,;;tems, Encyclo
pedia of ma.thematics and it.s applications, vol.54, Cam
bridge University Press, Cambridge, 1\.195, xviii-+802 pp.,
GBP 60.00, ISBN 0-521-34187-G
The theory 0f dynamical systems is a core part of current
mathematical rcsea.rch and has many applications to
phy;;ics, b10logy, economics, et.c. This hook is much
more a monogra.ph than an ill trodudion to finite
dirnension<1l
conta.in� detailed ditk:H::::si<in. (>f ·,,,t�ry di·ff::::.r<::ni
)ot:.v di.ntert,sionaJ
fir1.-1ru.l.t,01rtal1 ·:1ystt:nis ! and
prcs,;:nt.,;; n\a1(r J'Cct.·nt J\:�huH.s, ·T'fle i.1v1.:H ·,vx.lt.tett n()tr.:>:
.:�.nd fur.'the.:.
:more thaii 3UO T{·fo:reHces.
a,n,:.� is :-1.,c<.:Offl
of tht hnok co:-d;;)��ns. ha4��t: unhons and !·1..sr.dts fr(,1n
differfr1tial g.(;011.tctr,r and
:r:u.r:1:l:-nirs::: th��or·,,, .. ' Ther.e ar(; t.>thr:r �:11."turC{"� of i.ufor:-r1·;:i.t.i(•H
tht:· H.1t�•t:i :Jn .:.or,.rv::.·y�-;.
i Yl t hr�·
:.,;:urvc:t;-::. can be TP('O?:nn.1(' ndcd
thf: �)Of:k 1.n;. dcI rf.�Ytc�v f.o? .1,
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H.Grauert, T.Peternell,
R.Rem1nert (Eds.):
SevHral Complex Variabfos VII. Sheaf-Theoreti
cal Methods in Compfox Analysis, Encyclopaedia of
Mathematical Sciences, vol.74, Springer-Verlag, Berlin,
199-1, 369 pp., DM 144.00, ISBN 3-540-56259-1, fSBN
0-387-56259-l
This volume of the Encydopaedia, devoted to the
theory of complex spaces, is writ.ten hy H.Grauert,
R.Remmert a.nd Th.Peternell together with G.Dethlo:ff
and F.Campana. It describes carefully and systemati
cally the main topics in this part of the theory of sev
eral complex variables. It begins with the local the
ory of complex spaces and differential calculus. Then
it treats cohomology groups with coefficients in sheaves.
Stein spaces are discussed together with a concept of q
convexity and q-concavity, including a discussion of neg
ative and positive holomorphic vector bundles on such
spaces and Serre duality. The notions of analytic and
meromorphic decomposition of complex spaces is de
scribed as well as proper modifications (i.e. generaliza
tions of blow-ups). The book finishes with a description
of cycle spaces (the Douady space and the Barlet space)
and the theory of extensions of analytic objects. At. some
places, historical notes are added, and the bibliography
is organized by chapters. There is no doubt that such a
well organized survey of the important part of contem
porary mathetmatics written by leading experts in the
field should belong to the library of anybody interested
in the field. (vs)
J.-Y.Girard, Y.Lafont, L.Regnier (Eds.): Ad
vances in Linear Logic, London Mathematical Soci
ety Lecture Note Series, vol.222, Cambridge University
Press, Cambridge, 1995, vi+389 pp., ISBN 0-521-559618
The book is related to the first international meeting
on linear logic held at Cornell University in June 1993.
Linear logic was introduced by J.-Y.Girard as a resource
sensitive refinement of classical logic. Hence it contains
classical logic as its "not very interesting" part. This
refinement has as its consequence the rise of a rich (but
complex) apparatus. This new apparatus is a challenge
for the investigations of new aspects, but also to the
adaptation of known ideas to this new situation (e.g.
linear A-calculus) or to other refinements (bilinear logic,
noncomrnutative linear logic). The book begins with an
introductory part describing the foundations of linear
logic (written in a very nice manner by J.-Y.Girard).
Five parts follow containing contributions concerning
similar areas. Let us mention bere some of the areas
being discussed: linguistics, proof nets and interaction
nets, Minski machines, but aJso stochastic interaction,
complexity theory and set theory, Hilbert spa.ce and
geometry of interadion. (cuk)

basics of analysis as a prerequisite, the author guides
the reader through the history of the development of
geometrical knowledge from Euclid until Levi-Civita and
his contemporaries. The entire work consists of three
essential parts or, as the author would put it, composed
in a sonata form of three movemmits. The first part.
(A: Prefode and Themes) is, at least in my opinion, a
masterpiece of an introduction to hyperbolic geometry.
Without much axiomatic ado, but still by a rigorous way,
the author leads the student from Euclid's fifth postulate
and its negation to the trigonometry of the hyperbolic
(or Lobachevskian) space witltin no more than 50 pages.
Almost all the notions of modern differential ri;eometry
are explained in the second part (B:Development}.The
build up of the theory is closely related to the historical
development with the special attention to the impulses
given to this development by real-life practice (for the
last, see the digression at the end of the chapter 6, or
the chapter g bis on map projections). The study of
topics like ·the central projection, metric equivalence of
surfaces, geodesics and surfaces of a constant curvature
pave the way to the finale of the souata. The third
part (C:Recapitulation and coda} introduces the models
for hyperbolic plane: the Beltrami disk, the Poincare
disk and the Poincare half-plane. In the last model
many interesting properties of the hyperbolic plane
are demonstrated. The last chapter of part C (called
Epilog} outlines some of the more advanced topics of
differential geometry ( differentiable manifolds and their
differentiable transformations, vector and tensor fields
and related topics).
The book is directed towards
undergraduate university students to enable them to
grasp the sense and meaning of contemporary geometry,
as well as to become familiar with its seemingly too
sophisticated tools and formalism. It will certainly serve
tbis purpose very well. (jtro)
K.Harris, R.J.Lopez: Discovering Calculus with
Maple. Second Edition, J.Wiley & Sons, Inc., New
York, 1995, 344 pp., GBP 15.45, ISBN 0-471-00973-3

J.McCleary:
Geometry from a Differential
Viewpoint, Cambridge University Press, Cambridge,
1994, xii+308 pp., GBP 14.H5, ISBN 0-521-414.30-X,
ISBN 0-521-42480-1

This book is not a calculus textbook. Its aim is to
help students to understand and apply the ideas of
calculus. The computer algebra system Maple is used
for this purpose. But the use of the book does uot
require readers who are already familiar with Maple.
To help Maple beginners the first chapter is devoted
to an introduction to this computer algebra system.
The contents of the book correspond to a traditional
calculus course. The stn1cture of cha.pters follows the
same format. Firstly, a list of new Maple commands
is presented. Each command is briefly explained. The
main section of each chapter is a set of solved problem.s.
Finally, ser'tions Exercises and Projects a.re iududed.
The sedion Exercises contains problems which are not
very difficult, Projects are more diallengjug.
The
solutions of Exercises and Projects are not give11. The
book contains an index, but the choke of items fa not
optimal. The book is nicely written and recommended
to everybody. (ml)

Tlle book
an excellent su..rvey of most nf the
conlent, as wd! a.s rnethods accumu!at:ed under the
noHo!l of geon1ctry, 11p 1.mt.iL t.he heg.inmug of the ourent
century
only Jligh s;choo! geometry and the

W.S.Anglin: !vfatbematics: A Concise Hbt.,ny
a.nd Philosophy, lhidergraduate Texts iii Mathemat
ics. Readings iH Mathema.tics, Springer-Verla.g, Ne,'I'
York, 19:H, :1i+:w1 pp., Hi fig., DM 68.no, ISBN ;3.540,
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94280--7, ISBN 0-387-94280-7
This is a well written and useful textbook for an
introductory one-semester course in the history and
philosophy of mathematics. It contains many detailed

explanations of important mat.hematical procedures
ilctually used by fa.mous mathematicians and gives an
opportunity to learn the history and philosophy by way
of problem solving. In 40 short chapters, various kinds

of interesting mathematical topics are discussed (from
ancient to 20th century: unit fractions, pythagorean
mathematics, figurative numbers, five regular solids,
golden ratio, diophantine equations, Fibonacci numbers,
cubic equations, four square theorem, Cantor's set
theory, etc.). The reader will find in the book also
basic information about great mathematicians. The
book includes bibliographical references (26 titles) and
an index. In Appendix A, there are sample assignments
and tests (15 pp.); answers to selected exercises (11
pp.) are found in Appendix B. The book can be
warmly recommended both to secondary and high school
mathematics teachers as well as to students and to
everyone interested in the history of mat,hematics. (jbe)
A.C.McBride, G.F.Roach (Eds.): Recent Devel
opments in Evolution Equations, Pitman Research
Notes in Mathematics Series, vol.324, Longman Scien
tific & Technical, Harlow, 1995, 251 pp., GBP 32.00,
ISBN 0-582-24669-5
These proceedings of the conference held in Strathclyde
in 1994 collect 4 plenary lectures and 24 contributions.
Plenary lectures were delivered by ].Goldstein, G.Shi
(Obstacle scattering for elastic waves), Y.Saito (Radia
tion condition method in spectral and scattering theory),
N.Sauer (Implicit evolution equations and empathy the
ory), G.Webb (Periodic and chaotic behavior in struc
tured models of cell population dynamics). The main
attention in the contribntions is devoted to variouE as
pects of linear and nonlinear semigroups and their ap
plications t.o evolution equations. Several of them deal
with concrete physical models, like gas dynamics. (jmil)
J.-P.Pier (Ed.): Development of Mathematics
1900-1950, Birkhauser, Basel, 1994, xvii+729 pp., DM
118, ISBN 3-764-32821-.5, ISBN 0-817-62821-5
In 1992 the Luxembourgian Mathematical Society
organized a conference where eleven invited lecturers
described developments in their subjects during
the first haJf of the century.
The length of
contributions va:ries a lot.
The introductory part
presnits a, yP.ar-by-year rev.iew of the most
a.chievemeuts in the period l 900- J 950, prepared by
pap".r" by
a. collectiv,: of mathf'!natician1,.
,J. D1edounf:
M.. GulHa,111nt· (urnthem;,.!ka.l
and rrH.:a.surc
number Hwcr<.'rn)
of
dei,nibe 1,Ju:' 1•,voiu.t.ion of ideas in th(,•sc
Sh{Jl'tcr o.nes t.trc
role hi
con t,ihutions tc

m
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ordinary differential equations) and L.Nirenberg (partial
differential equations).
The book ends wit,h a
comprehensive bibliography (almost 100 pages), register
and a few photos. (jfo)
P.J.Davis, R.Hersh, E.A.Marchisotto:
The
Mathematical Experience.
Stn<ly Edition,
Birkha.user, Boston, 1995, xxi+487 pp., DM 78.00, ISBN
0-817-63739-7, ISBN 3-764-33739-7
This is the second edition of the book originally
published in 1981, also by Birkhii.user.
In the
introduction written for the first edition by Giau
Carlo Rota, we read: "Making mathematics accessible
to the educated layman, while keeping high scientific
standards, has always been considered a treacherous
navigation between Scylla of professional contempt and
the Charybdis of public misunderstanding. Davis and
Hersh have sailed across the Strait under full sail. They
have opened a discussion of the mathematical experience
that is inevitable for survival." The book contains eight
sections called, e.g., Selected Topics in Mathemat,ics,
Teaching and Leaming, Mathematical Reality. These
sections contain short articles on different subjects. Each
section is accompanied by "Assignments and Problem
Sets" in which there is a list of Topics to Explore,
Essay Assignments, Problems and Suggested Readings
and which contain a lot of material. Some subjects were
previously treated by one of the authors (sometimes with
co-author(s)) in Scientific American or a publication of
the sort. While for a mathematician it is interesting to
compare authors opinion about mathematical objects,
discoveries, fields e.t.c., for a layman it is a unique chance
to visit the world of mathematics. The book can be
used in seminars for non-math students of Universities
or teachers of mathematics at secondary schools. (jv)
R.G.Pinsky: Positive Harmonic Functions and
Diffusion. An Integrated Analytic and Proba
bilistic Approach, Cambridge Studies in Advanced
Mathematics, vol. 45, Cambridge University Press,
Cambridge, 1995, xvi+474 pp., GBP 50.00, ISBN 0-52147014-5
This extensive book (470 pages) studies the interplay
between probability theory (martingales, Markov
processess, stopping times etc.) and the analytical
methods in the theory of positive harmonic functions
for second order elliptic operators. The book is intended
not only for probabilists but a.lso for a.nalysts willing 1-o
learn more a.bout the probabilistic side of the subject
{which enlightens ma.ny aspects of the classical theory
�elf
of h1trmonic fuw:tions). Th, book i�,
conta.i11cd 1 a.cccssihle even to a
�tu.dent hut
a. high leve.l of ma.1,hcmatical ngor. In
books C<n
compa.risou V'.'i! h
Iloob's (}lassical Potential
Pi·ob;;,hili;;tic:
book cout.1,in,; a forther rcla.ted
-r1c.,vt>,:<T
:t n the ft.eld. r-rhe richness of the
t.hi,; book can
of diffusion
npcra.�,(!f(;i c;-·,.
to t hr.; r.11.1\.>
Ui:1.ltJ.
crit,er.ia, fr�r tr;insitnct� or i-r1.:i1n:cT;Ct
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Robert D. Ryan and extensively npdat,cd by both Cohen
and Ryan. The ,iuthors stndy the existing relations
between filter b,mks and wavelet decornpositfons and
show how these relations can he exploited in the cont,ext
of digital signal processing. The book begins with a
chapter on the concept of muHiresolution ,,nalysis in
the continuous and the discrete case. Complete proofs
of the ba�ic i:,:snHs are presented. The description of
conjugat(' quadrature filters that are associated with
localized mu1tiresol.ution analysis arc given in Chapter 2,
Chapter 3 is devoted to a study ofregularity ofwavelets
by using properties of their associated conjugate fillers,
An important genernlizat.ion is deveioped in Chapter
4, Biorthogonal wavelet bases are introduced and
the concepts and methods in the proceeding chapters
are extended to this case.
Chapter 5 is devoted
to multiresolution analysis of stochastic processes in
connection with signal and image compression. The
authors include further mathematical development of
material selected from the first four chapters in three
appendices. (kn)
B.Choudhary:
The Elements of Complex
Analysis. Second Edition, J.Wiley & Sons, Inc., New
York, 1992, xii+333 pp., $ 32.95, ISBN 0-470-22116-X,
ISBN 8-122-40399-9
The book is interesting but it would be better to
describe it in a longer review. In fourteen chapters
(and two appendices), standard topics of the basic parts
of complex analysis are discussed. Moreover, Chapter
10 includes some physical applications and Chapter
13 discusses certain topics from theory of differential
equations. There are many examples and about 275
mostly very interesting exercises (71 of them with
solutions presented at the end of the book). But there
are misprints and many inexact formulations (to give an
example, the not.ion "non-isolated essential singularity"
on p. 107 is not defined). To summarize, the book can
be recommended to everybody but for careful reading
only. (!m)
V.Havin, B.Joricke: The Uncertainty Principle
in Harmonic Analysis, Ergebnisse der Math.uncl ihrer
Grenzgehiete .3.Folge. A Series of ti.fodem Surveys in
.Math., vol.28, Springer-Vcrlag, Berlin, 1994, vii+543
pp., 45 fig., DM 188.00, ISBN 3-540-56991-X, ISBN O
cl87-5699l-X
The book consists of two parts. The first and shorter
one is entitled 'The Uncert,a,inity Principle \Vithout.
vL111t,!m"·'- Varia.bles' (approx, 100 pages) and the second
one 'Complex Methods' (approx. 400 pages). The
authors present the book as a collection of variations
on the theme: It. is
for a non-zero fm1ctkm
and its Foiuii::·r transform to be
very
sm:,Jl. The first pa.rt comain:s a
of the F. and M. Hiesz theorem {wiiJi va.rious proofs
and
the lvashev
.Musa.tov theorem

which is Hingular wit.h a finite l2 norm of it,s Fottrier
transform and some functional an1tlytic approach to t.hc
Uncert:ainit.y Principle problem. The second part starts
with a complex view of the Uncertainity Principle. The
considerations are bas(,d on t.he fact t.hat a fundion
of a rt,al variable with bounded spectrurn coincides on
R with an entire function of a complex variable. If
the specl,nnn of a function is semibonnded then t.his
function can be anaJytically extended to the upper (or
lower) compkx ha.lfplane, The introduct.ory chapter
of the second part of t,he book is concluded by .smne
information on the Cartwright class of entire function,,
which inciudes the Fourier image of any charge with
compact support,, The furiher considerations «re split
into two cases when t,he logarithmic integral converges
or diveq;;es. Missing frequencies and the diameter of
the support are studied in the next chapter together
with the Beurling - Malliavin theorem and the Fabry
theorem. The final chapter ofthe second part ofthe book
is devoted to the study oflocal and non-local convolution
operators. The present book is a very good advanced
textbook in Fourier analysis and can be helpful also for
experts. (ss)
R.M.Smullyan:
Diagonalization and Self
Reference, Oxford Logic Guides, vol.19, Oxford Uni
versity Press, Oxford, 1994, xv+396 pp., ISBN 0-19853450-7
Self-reference, diagonalization and fixed points play
a substantial role in Godel 's incompleteness proofs,
recursion theory, combinatoric logic, semantics and
metamathematics; the main purpose of this book is
to give a unification of fixed points in these areas.
In Chapters 12-20, one such is presented; it is based
on abstract structures called sequentials systems. Its
generalization, connected with problems of fixed points
in combinatory logic, which is studied in more detail in
Chapters 17-19, is formulated in the last chapter. A
motivation of the subject (for non-ex.perts, of course),
can be found in Chapters 5-8, and the first three can be
viewed as an elementary introduction with interesting
examples and formulations. Moreover, Chapters 6-8
present a concept ofrecursion theory based on the notion
of elementary formal systems. Jn Chapter 9, Peano
arithmetic is discussed in this spirit and in Chapters 10
and 11 some generalizations of many of the results for
re<:iirsion theory are est.ablished. This interesting book
is int.en<kd for begiJmers arni experts alike. A knowledge
ofmathematical logic is needed for reading r-he Chaptt:rs
5 ("'Self-reference in a,rithmetic�) and 9 only. (jm)
Note.
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and explosion or non-explosion of diffusion processes;
positive harmonic functions, the Martin boundary
and its applicat.ions; bounded harmonic functions and
applicat.ions to Brownian motion, the Laplacian on a
manifold of non-positive curvature. Exercises, historical
notes and references follow each chapter of the book.
This book will undoubtedly become the standard
reference text for those teaching the subject and also
for the researchers in the field. (mz)
G.Frei, U.Stamrnbach: Die Mathematiker an
den Zul'eher Hochschulen, Birkhiiuser Verlag, Basel,
1994, 86 pp., sFr 14.80, ISBN 3-764-35078-4
The small booklet under review describes the develop
ment of mathematics at the Zurich universities with spe
cial emphasis on their mathematical personalities. The
university at Zurich was created quite late (in 1833)
from protestant, teological collegium Carolinum which
was formed by Zwingli in 1523. The. Zurich' Technical
University was founded in 1855. The ma.in part of the
book consists of biographical data of professors at these
universities. The life at the University in the period
1855-1950 is described first in biographies of 25 math
ematicians (including Clausius, Zermel, Fueter, Finsler,
Ahlfors, Nevanlinna and van der Warden). The same
period at the Technical University is illustrated by lives
of 48 mathematicians, including Dedekind, Christof
fel, Frobenius, Hurwitz, Minkowski, Wey!, Plancherel,
P6lya, Hopf, Borel, Weinberg and Chandrasekharan.
The book begins with a reminiscence of the first Interna
tional Mathematical Congress and the Congress in 1932.
It includes a short. bibliography concerning the history
of both institutions and a list of the archive materials
used (including pictures of some of the personalities de
scribed). (jfo)
C.Bandle, J .Bemelmans, M.Chipot, J .S.J .Pau
lin, I.Shafrir (Eds.):
Elliptic and Parabolic
Problems. Pont-a-Mousson 1994, Pitman Research
Notes iu Mathematics Series, vol.:J25, Longman
Scientific & Technical, Harlow, 1995, 263 pp., GBP
33.00, ISBN 0-582-23961-3
This volume collects 23 contributions given during the
second European Conference on Elliptic and Parabolic
Problems which was held at Pont-a-Mousson in 1994.
These proceedings offer a good picture of the current
st,ate of research not only in the theoretical context with
calculus of variations hut. also in various applications,
n,ainly t,o rnech,rnics.
Several iectnn;s include also
a discu,ision of numerical a.spccts and ;:,imulations on
computers. (jmii)
M.Shaxir,

P,K.Agarwal:
Dav,.mport-Schinzf,l
and Tlrnir Geometric Applications,
H)95, xiH<H2
pp,, GBP 4U.no, ISBN ().. (,;!J-.,!-7f\'lii-O
A sequ,;•nce 1,1, ... ,n,,, of
{n, s'j
�wquc1)C(: if it rontri.�n� no pa.ir of
an.d thcr\'. do nnt ex.i Bt� s +· �� :i.ndiccb
::c
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functions (say, of polynomials of degree :::; s) and thus
presents a basic and important tool in many geometric
applications, both combinatorial and algorithmic. A
non trivial tool, as they possses the surprising property
that their maximum length is almost linear in the
number of symbols (n above). This last result (S.Hart,
M.Sharir, 1984) started a new wave of results and
applications of the concept.
This book presents a
comprehensive treatment of this development in all
its aspects: combinatorial (extremal) theory, geometric
realizations, al.gorithmic aspects, higher dimensional
analogues. Moreover 10 main areas of applications are
listed. This is a very well written and readable book
suitable as a textbook for upper undergraduate and
junior graduate students. It is entirely selfcontained.
(jne)
S.Hamer: Methodologie de l'enseignement des
mathematiques, De Boeck-Wesmael, Bruxelles, 1995,
120 pp., Bfrs 420.00, ISBN 2-804-11751-0
The group of S.Hamer, formed by secondary school and
university teachers, chose as a subject of its seminar
pedagogical problems related to a school presentation
of the notion of the primitive function. The outcome of
this activity is not a textbook on the subject, it is rather
a discussion of various methodological questions. The
first chapters of the book are devoted to motivations,
choices of definitions and problems of notations. Then
questions of the existence and the structure of primitive
functions are discussed and teaching the calculus of
primitive questions is analysed. The concluding chapter
concerns the role of exercises in this part of mathematical
analysis. (in)
K.Reich: Die Entwicklung des Tensorkalkiils.
Vom absoluten Differentialkalkiil zur Rela
tivitatstheorie, Science Networks - Historical Studies,
vol.11, Birkhauser, Basel, 1994, 331 pp., DM 168.00,
ISBN :3-764-328H-2
The author describes the formative process of tensor
calculus in differential geometry initiated by Gauss,
followed by Riemann who introduced the curvature
tensor and the first steps of the use of tensons
in elasticity theory.
The theory of space forms
brought. further impulses to the origin of the theory
The main topics from the theory
of inrnriants.
of differential invaria.nt, covariant-equations, and tlw
absolute differential calculus are discussed. The antl10r
also touclws on the concept of group rn connedii:,n with
the absolute differentia.l ralcnlns. Tensor caku!ns by
i!.self appeared ouly iu Voigt\; Crystalogrnphy of 1910. h
entered vector
and
fi('; relati vi t.y
, Extensh,, reference::;
257-:ll f>) a.nd a dHailed ir:(kx a.re ,tttached.
A.Cohen, R.D.Ryau: Wavelets and Iv1uHiscalti
Signal
em11.t.ifo.l
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CAMBRIDGE
Local Analysis for the Odd Order Theorem
HELMUT BENDER and GEORGE GLAUBERMAN
This book presents a new version of the local analysis section of the
Feit-Thompson theorem. l.t includes a recent (1991) significant
improvement by Feit and Thompson and a shore revision by T. Peterfalvi
of the separate final section of the second half of the proof.
£19.95 net PB
O 521 45716 5 186 pp. 1995
London Mathematical Society Lecture Note Series 188
Topics in the Constructive Theory of
Countable Markov Chains
G. FAYOLLE, V. A. MALYSHEV and M. V. MENSHIKOV
The main point of the present book is to provide methods of analysing
Markov chains based on Lyapunov functions. The authors provide not
only a self-contained imroduccion to the theory but also derails of how
the required Lyapunov functions are constructed in various situations.
£27.95 net HB O 521 46197 9 176 pp. 1995
Introduction to the Modern Theory of
Dynamical Systems
A. KATOK and B. HASSELBLATT
Provides the first self-conca.ined comprehensive exposition of the theory
of dynamical systems as a core mathematical discipline closely
incercwined with al] main areas of mathematics. The authors introduce
and rigorously develop the theory while providing researchers interested
in applications with fundamental tools and paradigms.
£60.00 net HB O 521 34187 6 822 pp. 1995
Encyclopedia of Mathematics and its Applications 5 4
Quasicrystals and Geometry
MARJORIE SENECHAL
This book brings cogether for che first time the many strands of
contemporary research in quasicrystal geomeuy and weaves them into a
coherent whole:
£40.00 net HB O 521 37259 3 302 pp. 1995
Absolutely Summing Operators
JOE DIESTEL, HANS JARCHOW and ANDREW TONGE
This text provides the beginning graduate student, one with basic
knowledge of real and functional analysis, with an account of p-summing
and related operacors. There are detailed expositions of che core results
and highly non-trivial applications, for example co harmonic analysis,
probability and measure theory and operator theory.
£40.00 net HB O 521 43168 9 490 pp. 1995
Cambridge Studies in Advanced Mathematics 43
Ergodic Theory and Harmonic Analysis
Proceedings of the 1993 Alexandria Conference
Edited by KARL E. PETERSEN and IBRAHIM SALAMA
These papers explore many of the rapidly developing connections
between ergodic theory and other branches of mathematics, giving che
background of each area, the most outstanding recent results and che
most current promising lines of research. They should form perfect
starting points for beginning researchers.
£24.95 net PB
O 521 45999 0 445 pp. 1995
London Mathematical Society Lecture Note Series 205
Arithmetic of Diagonal Hypersurfaces over
Finite Fields
FERNANDO Q. GOUVEA and NORIKO YUI
This book gives special emphasis co the Tare conjecture and the Lichcenbaum
Milne formula for the cenual value of the L--function. It combines
theoretical and numerical work, and includes cables of Picard numbers.
Although this book is aimed ar experts, che authors have included some
background material co help non-specialises gain access co che results.
£19.95 net PB
O 521 49834 1 181 pp. 1995
London Mathematical Society Lecture Note Series 209

Hilbert C*-Modules
A Toolkit for Operator Algebraists
E. CHRISTOPHER LANCE
A clear and unified exposition of the main techniques and resules in
operator algebras, including a subscancial amount of new and
unpublished material. This book will be welcomed as an excellent
resource for all researchers working in this area.
£17.95 net PS O 521 47910 X 144 pp. 1995
London Mathematical Society Lecture Note Series 210
Vector Bundles in Algebraic Geometry
N. J. HITCH IN, P. E. NEWSTEAD and W. M. OXBURY
The 1993 Durham symposium on vector bundles in algebraic geometry
brought together some of the leading researchers in the field co explore
further these inceraccions.
£24.95 net PB
O 521 49878 3 368 pp. 1995
London Mathematical Society Lecture Note Series 208
Number Theory
Seminaire de Theorie des Nombres, 1992-3
Edited by SINNOU DAVID
This is cbe fourteenth annual volume arising from che Seminaire de
Theorie des Nombres de Paris, with contributions from some of che
world's leading figures. The very latest research developmenes are covered
and much of the work presented here will noc be found elsewhere.
£24.95 net PB O 521 55911 1 304 pp. 1995
London Mathematical Society Lecture Note Series 215
Harmonic Approximation
STEPHEN J. GARDINER
This is the first book to give a syscemacic account of recent developments
in che field. Throughout, inspiration is drawn from holomorphic results
such as the well known theorems of Runge and Mergelyan. This book is
aimed at graduate scudencs and researchers who have some knowledge of
subharmonic functions, or an interest in holomorphic approximation.
£19.95 net PB
O 521 49799 X 148 pp. 1995
London Mathematical Society Lecture Notes 221
Advances in Linear Logic
J-Y. GIRARD, Y. LAFONT and L. REGNIER
The book is i.n five pares: category theory; complexity and expressivicy;
proof theory; proof nets; and geometry of interaction. The whole book
begins with a general introduction on linear logic which should ensure
chac this book can be used by che novice as well as che expert.
£24.95 net PB O 521 55961 8 400 pp. 1995
London Mathematical Society Lecture Notes 222
Groups '93 Galway

I

St Andrews

These volumes contain selected papers from the international conference
he.Id at University College Galway in August 1993. The wealth and
diversity of group theory is represented here. As with the Proceedings of
the earlier 'Groups-Sc Andrews' conferences it is hoped chat these
Proceedings will prove valuable both co experienced researchers and also
to new postgraduates.
Volume 1
C. M. CAMPBELL, T. C. HURLEY, E. F. ROBERTSON, S. J. TOBIN and
J. J. WARD
£24.95 net PB
O 521 47749 2 320 pp. 1995
Volume 2
C. M. CAMPBELL, T. C. HURLEY, E. F. ROBERTSON and S. J. TOBIN
£24.95 net PB
O 521 47750 6 320 pp. 1995
London Mathematical Society Lecture Note Series 211, 212
Cambridge books are available from good bookshops, alternatively phone
UK + 44 (0) 1223 325970 to order direct using your credit card, or
fax UK+ 44 (O) 1223 315052. For further information, please email
Giulia Williams on science@cup.cam.ac.uk or browse our
Worldwide Web server hctp://www.cup.cam.ac.u.k
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Spring Conferences
Harvard & MIT present
Current Developntents
in Mathentatics, 1996

April 20-21, American Academy ofArts and Sciences, Cambridge, MA
Talks being presented:
Richard Borcherds
Gerrit Heckman
Yves Meyer
Ehud Hrushovski

Monstrous algebras and automorphic forms
Harmonic analysis for affine Hecke algebras
Wavelets and multifractal signal processing
Stability and its uses

Lecture notes will be published and available in a preliminary soft bound format for $5.00 at the conference
and sold in hard bound version for $25.00 within six months after the conference.

To order Current Develop111e11ts, 1995, e1nail IP@n1ath.harvard.edu.
Contributions by H. Darmon, R. Taylor, F. Dian1ond,
IVI. Lyubich, I. lVladsen, C. lVlcMullen, and G. Tian.

Journal of Differential Geometry sponsors

Conferenee on
Geontetry & Topology

Celebrating the 80th birthday of C. C. Hsiung
and the 30th anniversary of the Journal of Differential Geometry

May 3rd-Sth, Harvard University, Cambridge, MA
Speakers include:
P. Kronheimer
J. Bismut
C. Taubes
J.-P. Otal

D. Gabai
K. Uhlenbeck

N. Hitchin

P.Li

To order Surveys in Differential Geometry, I, and II for $32.00, email IP@math.harvard.edu.
Authors include M. Atiyah, R. Hamilton, B. Lawson, I. Manin, L. Simon,and C. Taubes
IP is sponsoring a series of lectures at U.C. lr\'ine, March 28-30th.
Speakers include Y. Eliashberg, M. Atiyah, P. Kronheimer, T. Mrowka, C. Taubes, among others
For more information contact Richard Wentworth at ipl@math.uci.edu.
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G.-C. Rota, MIT, Cambridge, MA, USA

Operator Theory;,

. Edited by

I. Gohberg, School of Mathematica,l
,Sciences, Tel�Aviv Univeisity'.''Ranfat
Israel

''.'

W.O. Amrein, Universite de Geneve, Switzerland/
A. Boutet de Monvel, V. Georgescu, Universite
Paris VII Denis Diderot, France

Indiscrete Thoughts

Advances and Applications.. ·\

'!1. '. _;,:4•

PM 135 • Progress in Mathematics

•

·This series is devoted to the r,ul,1ic,11ticm
current research in operator theo,y, .. .:.L· -"""''
ticular emphasis on applirotions. to classirol,;
analysil ant! the theo,y of integral equatiorJ;
as well as to numerirol analysis, mathematicql·
physics and mathematirol methods in electq�.
,,<!'!
Cil1I engineering.
some of the latest titles in this series
OT81
B. Upmeier, University of Marburg, Germany
Toeplitz Operators and Index
Theory in Several Complex

Variables

1996. Approx. 296 pages. Hardcover
Approx. sFr. 48.-

r ...

T<:.RN ':l_ 7h.l, 'L ·:uu;,:;;._n

Indiscrete Thoughts gives a rare glimpse into a

world that has seldom been described, that of
science and technology as seen through the
eyes of a mathematician. The era covered by
this book, 1950 to 1990, was surely one of the
golden ages of science. Indiscrete Thoughts
should become an instant classic, and the
subject of debate for decades to come.

M. Kac t / G.-C. Rota, MIT, Cambridge, MA, USA/
J.T. Schwartz, Courant Inst. of Mathematics &
Computational Sciences, New York, NY, USA
Discrete Thoughts
Essays on Mathematics, Science, and
Philosophy

OT85/86

L Kadison, University of Copenhagen, Denmark/
M.T. Kromann, University of Pennsylvania, USA

Functional Analysis

OT85 (Vol. I)
1996. Approx. 448 pages. Hardcover
Approx. sFr. 168.ISBN 3-7643-5344-9
OT86 (Vol. II)

1996. Approx. 320 pages. Hardcover
Approx. sFr. 148.ISBN 3-7643-5345-7
This text provides students of mathematics
and physics with a clear introduction. The
content is well illustrated with a wealth of
examples. Researchers will appreciate it as a
useful reference manual.

sFr. 58.ISBN 3-7643-3636-6

Modern Algebra

Hamiltonians

1996. Approx. 480 pages. Hardcover
sFr. 108.ISBN 3-7643-5365-1
The authors have made efforts to produce an
essentially self-contained text, which makes it
accessible to advanced students. Thus about
one third of the book is devoted to the develop
ment of tools from functional analysis, in par
ticular real interpolation theory for Banach
spaces and functional calculus and Besov spaces
associated with multi-parameter Co-groups.

R. Aebi, University of Berne, Switzerland

2nd revised edition. 4th printing 1994

Projective Geometry and

1•-.a.1. _ _._
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PA • Probability and Its Applications

1992. 278 pages. Softcover.

1996. 490 pages. Hardcover
sFr. 168.ISBN 3-7643-5282-5

Y.M. Berezansky, Ukrainian Academy of
Sciences, Kiev, Ukraine/ G.F. Us, Kiev
University, Ukraine / Z.G. Sheftel,
Pedagogical Institute, Chernigov, Ukraine
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and Spectral Theory of N-Body

Schrodinger Diffusion Processes

I

1996. 224 pages.
Hardcover
sFr. 68.ISBN 3-7643-3900-4

1996. Approx. 194 pages. Hardcover
sfr. 84.ISBN 3-7643-5386-4

The book presumes a graduate level of know
ledge in mathematics or physics and represents
a relevant and demanding application of to
day's advanced probability theory.

LM • Lectures in Mathematics, ETH Zurich

J.F. Carlson, University of Georgia, USA
Modules and Group Algebras

Notes by Ruedi Suter

1996. Approx. 104 pages. Softcover
sfr. 28.ISBN 3-7643-5389-9
This introduction to a fresh view of the module
theory for finite groups is of interest to students
and researchers in homotopy theory and group
actions as well as the representation theory of
finite groups.
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Birkhiuse·r Basel • Boston • Berlin
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Classics In Mathematics
K. Ito, H. McKean
Diffusion Processes and
their Sample Paths
1996.XX, 600 pages.
Softcover DM 59,ISBN 3-540-60629-7
With its republication in the
Classics in Mathematics it is
hoped that a new generation
will be able to enjoy Ito and
McKean's "classic" text.

Springer-Verlag began
publishing books -in higher
mathematics in 1920, when
the series Grundlehren der

mathematischen Wissen
schaften, initially conceived
as a series of advanced
textbooks, was founded by
Richard Courant. A few
years later, a new series

Ergebnisse der Mathematik
und ihrer Grenzgebiete,
survey reports of recent
mathematical research, was
added.
Of over 400 books pub
lished in these series, many
have become recognized
classics and remain standard
references for their subject.
Springer is reissuing a
selected few of these highly
successful books in a new,
inexpensive softcover
edition to make them easily
accessible to younger
generations of students
and researchers.
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ff.Federer
Geometric Measure
Theory
1996.XVIII, 676 pages.
Softcover DM 59,
ISBN 3-540-60656-4
"... Federer's timely and beau
tiful book indeed fills the
need for a comprehensive
treatise on geometric measure
theory, and his detailed expo
sition leads from the founda
tions of the theory to the
most recent discoveries...
This book is a major treatise
in mathematics and is essen
tial in the working library of
the modern analyst;'
Bulletin of the
London Mathematical Society

J. Lindenstrauss, L Tzafriri
Classical Banach
Spaces I and H
Sequence Spaces; Function
Spaces
1996.XIV, 500 pages.
Softcover DM 59,
ISBN 3-540-60628-9
•••• The �ometry of Banach
lattices is a rich, beautiful, ...
and rewarding subject. The
proof is in the reading and
perusing of the masterpiece;'
Zentralblatt fur Mathematik

Also availdlili:

A.Dold
Lectures on Alpbnlc Cij)ometry
ISBN' 3-540-;1666-1,--==e,,e

T.Kato
Perturbation Theory for ,U.-c---1
Operators
ISBN 3-540-58661-X
S.Kobayashi
Transformation Groups in
Differential Geometry
ISBN 3-540-58659-8
S.MacLane
Homology
ISBN 3-540-58662-8
D.Mumford
Algebraic Geometry I Complex
Projective Varieties
ISBN 3-540-58657-1
C.L Siegel, J.K. Moser
Lectures on Celestial Mechanics
ISBN 3-540-58656-3
A.Weil

Basic Number Theory
ISBN 3-540-58655-5

K. Yosida
Functional Analysis
ISBN 3-540-58654-7
O.Zariski
Algebraic Surfaces
ISBN 3-540-58658-X

Prices subject
to change
without notice.
In EU countries
the local VAT
is effective.

Plale order by
Fax: (0)30/8207-301
e-mall: ord...o.pringer.de
or tllrou&h ,.,.,, boobeller
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